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Introduction

"Listen carefully. Words can lie, but the voice never does.... "

Voice is the modified air through vibration of vocal folds. The human voice is a

powerful tool for communicating emotions, manipulating messages, and

entertaining others. Command of voice begins in infancy. There are a number of

professionals who use their voice to earn their livelihood and they are termed

professional voice users. Professional voice users include teachers, singers, artists,

clergy, politician, newsreaders, radio-Jackie, and corporate to some extent. All of

them need a good voice to survive and to compete with others.

There are no clear definitions as to what a good voice is. But, in general it is

agreed that a good voice is clear, resonant, stable, well supported by adequate

breath control. It is a pitch level that is appropriate to the speaker and the

message. Rate of speech is such that messages are clearly understood. A good

voice has variety.

Projected voice is viewed in the literature as one that has reinforced high

overtones and good breath control. "When a voice contains greatly reinforced

series of high pitched overtones, it is said to be brilliant or projected and is

analogous to a bright light. In a bright voice the high pitched frequencies are

paramount. Because high frequencies have more impact on our ears than low,

they excite our emotions. Low frequencies in the voice lull us unless they are

quite intense. Both the pharynx and oral cavity lend support to the weak high

overtones of the fundamental pitch. Second, the frontal vowels resonate at very

high frequencies, and the clearer or purer the vowel, the sharper the impact of

these high formants. When a trained singer tunes the high frequencies of the
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vowel to those of the musical pitch, the sound projects extremely well. There is a

third high frequency in every good voice. The resonance occurs between 2800

and 3200 Hz, regardless of the sung pitch or vowel. The source of this ring is

debatable, but it seems to occur most in persons who sing with a lowered larynx, a

high velum, and a great deal of power". "Breath, phonation, and resonance may

be seen as members of a 3-way partnership. Each is responsible for sound

production and each is dependent on the others for a good sound production. High

breath pressure accompanied with great breath flow, flexible vocal bands, large

pharynx produce mellow sound, low intensity, and reinforced low frequencies.

High breath pressure accompanied by less breath flow, stiff vocal bands, and

small pharynx produces harsh sound, high intensity, and reinforced high

frequencies. High breath pressure accompanied by great antagonistic support, less

breath flow, stiff vocal bands, large pharynx produces fully resonant, ringing

sound, high intensify, and reinforced frequencies at both ends of the aural

spectrum (Alderson, 1979).

Projection is a characteristic of both career voice and the singing voice. At the

foundations of projection is the proper use of breath. It is very important to learn

control of exhalation. In addition to very definite difference in volume, controlled

exhalation frequently changes the quality of the voice. A steadiness of tone results

from supporting the breath. The voice without diaphragmatic control often wavers

and sometimes cracks. Breath control determines projection" (Cranell, 2000)

Therefore, projection, in this study will be defined as a quality of speech/reading.

A good projected voice will be considered as that vhich has energy spread at high

frequencies.
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Professional voice users are at risk in the development of laryngeal disorders.

Therefore, they need to care and use voice properly. Till date there is no suitable

methods evolved to teach and to maintain good voice at least in the Indian

context. In this context, the present project aimed at (a) developing training

material for professional voice users, and (b) evaluating the efficacy of such

training material.
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Method

The project was carried out in 2 phases, Material was developed in. phase I and

efficacy of material on voice training was evaluate in phase II.

Phase I: Development of material

Material: Training material in English was developed. The material included

notes and exercises on the following:

Speech production

Mechanisms for speech - Breathing, phonation, resonation, articulation

Pitch - Definition and exercises

Loudness - Definition and exercises

Voice quality - Definition and exercises

Projection - Definition and exercises

Rate of speech - Definition and exercises

Articulation - Definition and exercises (English articulated by Kannada speakers

will be considered)

A booklet developed in the project provides instructions and exercises for specific

aspects of voice. The exercises described in the project present as much

information as possible in order to assist the reader in creating his or her best

possible voice. Individual chapters discuss anatomy and physiology of speech

production mechanism, respiration and breathing exercises, pitch and its

exercises, resonance and its exercises, voice quality and its exercises, projection

and its exercises, rate of speech and its exercises and articulation and its exercises.
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This manual assists the participant in discussing what to do to become a good

speaker. Appendix I gives the material developed.

Phase II: Evaluation of efficacy of training material

Subjects: Local newspaper advertisement was given to invite the interested

participants. Although there were 23 enrollments, only 4 participants completed

five months training and 4 completed six months training program. Participants

consisted of 4 females who ranged in age from 20 to 25 years and 4 males who

ranged in age from 21 to 28 years. All the participants reported that they were in

good health and had no evidence of hearing or voice disorders. Voice quality was

tested at the outset using Dr.Speech (Tiger DRS, Version 3.20) and participants

with normal voice quality were considered for training.

Procedure: All the participants were educated on anatomy and physiology of

speech production mechanism using Body Works software (Classic edition,

CompuServe Inc, USA). Once the participants were familiar with speech

production mechanism other chapters were taken up for training. The

experimenter trained participants on various aspects such as (a) respiration and

breathing exercises, (b) pitch and its exercises, (c) resonance and its exercises, (d)

voice quality and its exercises, (e) voice projection and its exercises, (f) rate of

speech and its exercises, and (g) articulation and its exercises. The experimenter

demonstrated the exercises and the clients had to practice in the same manner.

Training sessions were conducted in two groups. Three participants (1 female and

2 male) attended morning session and 5 participants attended evening session (3

female and 2 males). Training sessions were conducted for one-hour daily for 5

days in a week for 5 months in the department of Speech-Language Sciences. Of

the eight participants only four (3 female and 1 male) could attend training classes
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on the fifth month rest four terminated training after fourth month owing to

personal reasons.

Data collection: Initial baseline measurement was taken at the outset of the

training program. Thereafter, data was collected after every month of training.

Thus, in total five recordings (1 baseline and 4 recordings) from four.. participants

who underwent four month of training and six recordings from four participants

were obtained. Subject's reading of a 300-word story in their mother-tongue,

phonation of vowel /a/, /i/, and /u/, and speaking on a free topic for 5 seconds at

comfortable pitch and loudness waere audio-recorded. Samples were analyzed to

extract habitual frequency (phonation), frequency range (phonation) amplitude

(phonation), amplitude range, rate of reading (words per minute), articulation

(reading) and projection (voice quality - a,the, ratio)

a) a Ratio: It is the ratio of energy between 0-lk Hz, and 1-5 k Hz. Usually

energy in speech signal is high in low frequencies and decreases in high

frequencies, unless the signal is loaded with higher frequency phonemes.

Therefore, it is expected that energy between 0-1 k Hz is higher than that

between 1-5 k Hz. Hence a should be higher than 1.

b) p Ratio: It is the energy between 0 2 k Hz and 2-5 k Hz. As explained

earlier energy between 0-2 k Hz is higher than that between 2-5 k Hz.

Hence P is higher than 1 and is higher than a. p reduces when energy

between 2-5 k Hz (as in speakers •; singers formant) increases or that

between 0-2 k Hz reduces.

c) y Ratio: y is the ratio of energy between 0-1 k Hz and 5-8 k Hz. Energy

between 5-8 k Hz is low compared to that between 0-1 k Hz. Hence y is

higher than 1 and is higher than a and B. However, in good projected
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voices and speech samples loaded with fricatives (high frequency

phonemes) energy between 5-8 k Hz is increased. Hence, y reduces.

Long-term-average-spectra (LTAS) is a very good indicator of the voice

quality. Reduced y indicates a good projected voice. Figure 1 shows LTAS

of speech signal.

Figure 1: LTAS of a speech signal.

All samples were recorded onto computer using VAGHMI Diagnostic and

professional edition (Version: 3.1, Voice and Speech Systems, Bangalore, India)

at 16 k Hz sampling frequency. Mean FO (phonation and speaking tasks) and

frequency range (speaking task) were measured using VAGHMI software.

Participants' reading samples were recorded onto cassette and transferred onto

Cool Edit Pro Software Version 2.0 (Syntrillium Software, USA) at 16 k Hz

sampling frequency and 16-bit resolution. Pauses longer than 300 ms and

repetition of words in the reading samples were deleted. The FO and frequency

range of the edited reading samples were measured on CSL (Computerized

Speech Lab, Model 4500, Kay Elemetrics, USA). CSL 4500 was used as

VAGHMI could not accept long samples.

Statistical analysis: A commercially available SPSS package (version 10.0.1)

was used for statistical analyses. Repeated measure ANOVA was done to find out
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significant difference between recordings. A post-hoc Bonferroni's multiple

comparisons were used to find out significant difference between each of the

recordings. In case Bonferroni's failed to identify significant difference, paired t-

test was administered to identify the pairs. Error bar graphs at 95% Confidence

Interval for mean were generated to notice the pattern of change for each measure

and the variability among participa0nts. Since four of the eight participants

received training for five months, only their sixth recording was compared with

other recordings using Wilcoxon Signed rank test (Non parametric equivalent to

paired t-test) to see significant difference between recordings.

Effect size was determined based on Cohen's d values (Cohen, 1998). Baseline

measures and fifth recording measures were considered to measure Cohen's d,

and it was calculated as follows,

According to Cohen (1998) if the d value is more than 0.8, 0.4 and 0.2 the effect

size is large, medium and small, respectively
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Results

A total of 23 subjects enrolled in the training program. However, there was

subject attrition and only 8 subjects completed the program. Hence, the results of

these 8 subjects will be presented.

1. Fundamental frequency in Phonation

Repeated measure ANOVA revealed no significant difference between

recordings [F(4,28) = 1.459, p>0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test also

revealed that there was no significant difference between sixth recording

and any other recording at 0.05 level of significance for four participants

who received five months of training. The mean F0 in phonation gradually

increased from 190.50 Hz in baseline to 203.87 Hz (increased by 13 Hz)

in fifth recording. Table 1 shows mean and standard deviation of F0 in

phonation of vowel /a/ for five recordings. Figure 2 shows error bar of F0

in phonation.

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of F0 in phonation of vowel /a/.

14

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean (Hz)
190.50
195.50
199.37
199.37
203.87
230.75

S.D.
70.37
71.27
67.37
70.07
71.50
64.66



2. Frequency range in Phonation

Repeated measure ANOVA revealed no significant difference between

recordings [F(4,28) = 1.124, p>().05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test also

revealed no significant difference between VI and any other recordings

(0.1 level) in four of the participants who received five months of training.

There was no discernible pattern of change in mean F0 range in phonation

across recordings. Table 2 shows mean and standard deviation of F0 range

in phonation for vowel /a/ across five recordings. Figure 3 depicts error

bar for F0 range in phonation.
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Table 2: Mean and SD of F0 range in phonation for vowel /a/ across recordings.

Figure 3: Error bar for F0 range in phonation.

3. Fundamental frequency in speech or speaking fundamental

frequency (SFF)

Repeated measure ANOVA revealed a significant difference between

recordings [F(4,28) = 4.685, p<0.05]. However, Bonferroni's test failed to

identify pairs that are statistically different. Results of paired t-test

indicated significant difference between recordings I and III [t(7) = 2.357,

16

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean (Hz)
7.00
5.99
6.33
8.31
6.94
7.99

S.D.
2.09
1.59
2.73
4.97
2.41
2.20



p<0.1], and I and V [t(7) = 2.629, p<0.05], Wilcoxon signed rank test also 
revealed a significant difference between recordings I and VI |/.(5)=1.826, 
p<0.1], and II and VI [Z (5)= 1.826, p<0.0]. Mean FO in speech increased 
from I to V recording (increased by 31.25 Hz), albeit it is not a gradual 
change. Table 3 shows mean and standard deviation of FO in speech across 
recordings. Figure 4 shows mean FO values across recordings. 
 
. 

  
Recording Mean S.D. 
I 167.25 40.90 
II 166.12 38.47 
III 197.00 51.99 
IV 196.12 49.06 
V 198.50 47.93 
VI 216.50 45.35 

 
    Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of F0 in speech across recordings. 

 
 
 
                                                     Figure 4: Error bar for F0 in speech 
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4. Frequency range in Speech

Repeated measure ANOVA revealed a significant difference between

recordings [F(4,28) = 3.277, p<0.05]. Results of paired t-test indicated

significant difference between recordings I and II [t(7) = 2.927, p<0.05], I

and IV [t(7) = 3.361, p<0.05], I and V [t(7) = 2.979, p<0.05], II and III

[t(7) = 2.239, p<0.1], and II and IV [t(7) = 2.008, p<0.1]. Wilcoxon signed

rank test revealed a significant difference between recordings I and VI

[Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1]. The mean and error bars across recordings are

depicted in figure 5 which indicate that F0 range in speech gradually

increased from I recording to III recording (increased by 127 Hz) which

then gradually decreased till V recording (decreased by 22 Hz). Table 4

shows mean and standard deviation of F0 range in speech across five

recordings.

Table 4: Mean and SD in F0 range in speech across recordings.

18

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean
131.75
161.50
258.00
238.25
236.25
244.50

S.D.
54.35
108.26
111.68
113.12
121.55
97.29



Figure 5: Error bar fur FO range in speech.

5. Fundamental frequency in Rending

Results revealed no significant difference between recordings !F(4,24) =

0.044, p>0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test also did not reveal any

significant difference between recording VI and any other (0.1 level of

significance). The mean FO in reusing almost remained same across

recordings. Table 5 shows mean and standard deviation of FO in reading

across five recordings. Figure 6 shows error bar for FO in reading.
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Table 5: Mean and SD of F0 in reading for all recordings.

Figure 6: Error bar for F0 in reading.

6. Frequency range in reading

Results indicated no significant difference between recordings [F(4,24) =

1.971, p>0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed a significant difference

between recording VI and other recordings (0.1 level of significance). The

mean frequency range in reading gradually increased from I to V

recording (increased by 40.28 Hz). Table 6 shows mean and standard

20

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean (Hz)
194.28
192.85
192.71
192.28
192.00
203.50

S.D.
60.17
58.41
52.44
56.33
53.73
46.40



deviation of frequency range in reading across five recording. Figure 7

shows error bar for frequency range in reading.

i

Table 6: Mean and SD of F0 range in reading for all recordings.

Figure 7: Error bar for F0 range in reading.

7. Intensity in phonation

Repeated measure ANOVA revealed a significant difference between

recordings [F(4,28) = 8.971, p<0.05J. Further, Bonferroni's test indicated

significant difference between recordings I and IV [t(7) = 59.00, p<0.05]

21

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean
274.14
280.42
294.28
306.42

293.25

S.D.
28.7!
78.20
68.65
71.77
67 23
50.54



and I and V [t(7)) = 69.62, p<0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed 
no significant difference between recording VI and any other (0.1 level). 
The mean intensity in phonation gradually increased from I to V recording 
(increased by 69.25 Hz). Table 7 shows mean and standard deviation of 
intensity in phonation across five recording. Figure 8 shows error bar for 
intensity in phonation. 

Recording Mean S.D. 
I 91.25 3.99 
II 130.62 38.26 
III 133.72 34.97 
IV 150.25 32.15 
V 160.87 24.50 
VI 172.38 6.80 

 
  Table 7: Mean and SD of intensity for phonation for all recordings. 

 
 
            Figure 8: Error bar for Intensity in phonation. 
 



8.        Intensity range in phonation 
Repeated measure ANOVA revealed no significant difference between 
recordings [F(4,28) = 0.600, p>0.05]. Wilcoxon Signed rank test revealed 
a significant difference between recordings I and VI [Z(5)=1.S26, p<0.1]. 
The mean intensity range in pbonation did not show discernible pattern 
and it almost remained same across record Logs. Table 8 shows mean and 
standard deviation in intensity range in phonation across five recording. 
Figure 9 illustrates error bar for intensify range in phonation. 
. 

Recording Mean (JB) S.D. 
I 3.750 1.16 
II 3.908 0.58 
III 3.733 1.89 
IV 3.300 0.74 
V 3.140 0.82 
VI 459 l.19 

     Table 8: Mean and SD of intensity range in phonation across recordings 

 
 
                       Figure 9: Error bar for intensity range in phonation. 
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9. Intensity in speech

Results revealed a significant difference between recordings [F(4,28) =

10.114, p<0.05]. Bonferroni's test indicated significant difference between

recordings I and IV and I and V. Further, Wilcoxon signed rank test

showed significant difference between recording VI and others except

recording II (0.1 level of significance). The mean intensity in speech

showed gradual increase from I recording to V recording (increased by 52

dB). Table 9 shows mean and standard deviation of intensity in speech

across five recording. Figure 10 illustrates error bar for intensity in speech.

Table 9: Mean and SD of intensitv in soeech fin dB) across recordings.

Figure 10: Error bar for Intensity in speech.

24

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean
93.12
119.12
134.00
143.40
145.12
158.25

S.D.
13.35
32.02
29.66
19.04
20.40
8.26



10.       Intensity range in speech 
Repeated measure ANOVA showed a significant difference between 
recordings [F(4,28) = 8.132, p<0.05]. Bonferroni's test showed significant 
difference between recordings I and HI, I and IV and I and V. Wilcoxon 
signed rank test indicated a significant difference between recordings I and 
VI [Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1]. The mean intensity range in speech showed 
gradual increase from I to V recording (increased by 13.19 dB). Table 10 
show mean and standard deviation of intensity range in speech across five 
recording. Figure IT shows error bar for intensity range in speech. 
 

Recording Mean S.D. 
I 16.50 1.77 
II 24.95 8.42 
III 29.00 7.44 
IV 29.58 4.59 
V 29.69 4,55 
VI 35.75 3.77 

 
Table 10: Mean and SD of intensity range in speech (in dB) across recordings. 

 
                        Figure 11: Error bar for Intensity range in speech. 
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11. Intensity in reading

Repeated measure ANOVA revealed a significant difference between

recordings [F(4,28) = 3.081, p<0.05]. Bonferroni's test showed no

significant difference between recordings. Hence, paired t-test was used

which showed significant difference between recordings I and II [t(7) =

3.049, p<0.05], I and IV [t(7) = 2.084, p<0.05]; II and V [t(7) = 3.001,

p<0.05] and IV and V [t(7) = 2.885, p<0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test

revealed a significant difference between recordings II and VI

[Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1}. The mean intensity range in speech did not show a

discernible pattern. However, it increased from recording I to recording V

(increased by 1.5 dB). Table 11 shows mean and standard deviation of

intensity in reading for five recording. Figure 12 shows error bar for

intensity range in speech.

Table 11: Mean and SD of intensity in reading (in dB) across recordings.

26

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V

VI

Mean
64.37
60.71
62.00
61.62
65.87
61.75

S.D.
13.50
15.27
16.97
14.81
16.51
5.90



Figure 12: Error bar for intensity in reading.

12. Intensity range in reading

Results showed no significant difference between recordings fF(4,28) =

1.345, p>0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test also revealed no significant

difference between recordings VI and any of the other (0.05 level). The

mean intensity range in reading gradually decreased from I recording to V

recording (decreased by 9 dB). Table 12 shows mean and standard

deviation of intensity range in reading for five recording. Figure 13 shows

error bar for intensity range in speech.
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Table 12: Mean and SD of intensity range in reading (in dB) across recordings.

Figure 13: Error bar for Intensity range in reading.

13. Alpha ratio

Repeated measure ANOVA revealed no significant difference between

recordings [F(4,28) = 0.444, p>0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test showed

significant difference between recordings I and VI [Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1], II

and VI [Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1], IV and VI [Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1] and V and VI

[Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1]. The mean alpha ratio did not show a discernible

28

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean
49.87
45.00
44.37
43.00
40.87
46.75

S.D.
13.10
11.01
7.48
5.34
4.42
9.67



pattern of change. Table 13 shows mean and standard deviation of alpha

ratio across five recording. Figure 14 depicts error bar for alpha ration.

Table 13: Mean and SD of alpha ratio.

Figure 14: Error bar for alpha ratio.

14. Beta ratio

Repeated measure ANOVA revealed no significant difference between

recordings [F(4,28) = 1.450, p>0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed

significant differences between recordings 1 and VI [Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1],

II and VI[Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1] and IV and VI [Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1]. The

29

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean
14.71
13.88
11.37
11.97
12.02
7.00

S.D.
8.33
7.84
5.23
5.54
7.41
3.35



mean beta ratio did not show a discernible pattern of change. Table 14

shows mean and standard deviation of beta ratio across five recording.

Figure 15 shows error bar for beta ratio.

Table 14: Mean and SD of beta ratio across recordings.

Figure 15: Error bar for beta ratio.

15. Gamma ratio

Repeated measure ANOVA showed a significant difference between

recordings [F(4,28) = 3.345, p<0.05]. Since Bonferroni's test failed to

30

Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean
58.36
67.01
38.48
78.26
51.30
27.49

S.D.
47.24
47.59
15.01
54.19
39.71
20.77



identify recordings that were significantly different, paired t-test was used. 
Results of paired t-test indicated significant difference between recordings 
I and III [t(5)=1.913, p<0.1], I and IV [t(5)-1.943, p<0.R II and III 
[t(5)=2.516, p<0.05] and II and IV [t(5)---2.528, p<0.05]. Wilcoxon signed 
rank test showed significant differences between recordings II and I 
[Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1] and V and VI IZ(5)-1 .826, p<0.1]. The mean gamma 
ratio decreased from I to III (decreased by 5666.1) but increased thereafter 
till V recording (increased by 1576.67). Table 15 shows mean and 
standard deviation of gamma ratio across five recording. Figure 16 shows 
error bar for gamma ratio. 

Recording  Mean S.D. 
I 11063.78 8368.33 
II 10822.65 5947.25 
III 5397.68 2777.28 
IV 6124.79 2597.33 
V 6974.35 3360.37 
VI 4121.38 3120.64 

 
                
                  Table 15: Mean and SD of eamma ratio across recordings. 

 
                                             Figure 16: Error bar for gamma ratio. 
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16.       Vital capacity 
Results indicated no significant difference between recordings [F(4,28) - 
1.956, p>0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed significant differences 
between recordings IV and VI [Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1]. Mean vital capacity 
values across five recordings increased from recording I to V, though not 
consistently. Table 16 shows mean and standard deviation of vital capacity 
across five recording. Figure 17 shows error bar for vital capacity. 

Recording Mean S.D. 
I 2.70 0.51 
II 2.76 0.60 
III 2.75 0.59 
IV 2.84 0.45 
V 2.89 0.51 
VI 2.71 0.28 

 
 
Table 16: Mean and SD of vital capacity (in liters) across recordings. 

 
                         Figure 17: Error bar for vital capacity. 
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17.       Mean airflow rate (MAFR) 
Repeated measure ANOVA revealed a significant difference between 
recordings [F(4,28) = 3.289, p<O.O5J. Bonferroni's test indicated 
significant difference between recordings II and V. Wilcoxon signed rank 
test revealed significant difference between recordings VI and I 
[Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1]. The mean MAFR decreased from recording I to V, 
though not consistently. Table ] 7 shows mean and standard deviation of 
mean airflow rate across five recording. Figure 18 depicts error bar for 
mean airflow rate. 

Recording Mean S.D. 
I 155.03 34.96 
II 150.09 20.33 
III 133.53 19.96 
IV 138.45 16 98 
V 134.12 22.37 
VI 129.06 23.55 

 
 

Table 17: Mean and SD of mean airflow rate (in ml/sec) across recordings. 

 
Figure 18: Error bar for mean airflow rate. 
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18. Maximum phonation duration (MPD) of vowel /a/

4

No significant difference between recordings [F(4,28) = 1.644, p>0.05]

were noticed. Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed significant differences

between recordings I and VI [Z(5)=1.826, p<0.1], III and VI [Z(5)=1.841,

p<0.1] and IV and VI [Z(5)=1.841, p<0.1]. The maximum phonation

duration for vowel /a/ increased from recording I to V, though not

consistently. Table 18 shows mean and standard deviation of maximum

phonation duration for vowel /a/ across five recording. Figure 19 depicts

error bar for maximum phonation duration for vowel /a/.

Table 18: Mean and SD of MPD of vowel /a/ Tin seconds") across recordings.

Figure 19: Error bar for MPD of vowel /a/.
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Recording
I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Mean
15.32
16.25
16.56
15.56
16.37
18.12

S.D.
3.00
2.60
3.65
2.79
2.76
1.93



19.       Maximum phonation duration of vowel /i/ 
Repeated measure ANOVA revealed no significant difference between 
recordings [F(4,28) = 0.891, p>0.051. Wilcoxon signed rank test also 
revealed no significant difference between recordings VI and any other 
(0.1 level). The mean phonation duration for vowel /i/ did not show 
discernible trend across recordings. Table 19 shows mean and standard 
deviation of maximum phonation duration for vowel lil across five 
recording. Figure 20 shows error bar for phonation duration for vowel /i/.. 
 

Recording Mean S.D. 
I 17.93 3.82 
II 17.50 4.20 
III 16.87 2.94 
IV 18.68 4.05 
V 17.87 3,18 
VI 16.87 9.60 

 
 
      Table 19: Mean and SD of MPD of vowel /i/ (in seconds) across recordings. 

 
Figure 20: Error bar of MPD of vowel /i/. 
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20.       Maximum phonation duration of vowel /u/ 
Results showed no significant difference between recordings [F(4,28) = 
0.526, p>0.05]. Wilcoxon signed rank test showed significant difference 
between recordings I and VI [Z(5)=1.841, p<0.1] and II and VI 
[Z(5)=1 826, p<0.1]. The mean phonation duration for vowel /u/ did not 
show discernible trend across recordings. Table 20 shows mean and 
standard deviation of maximum phonation duration for vowel IvJ across 
five recording. Figure 21 shows error bar for phonation duration for vowel 
/u/. 

Recording Mean S.D. 
I 17.12 3.31 
II 17.06 3.62 
III 17.56 3.04 
IV 17.87 3.75 
V 17.25 4.26 
VI 19.62 4.30 

 
 
 

Table 20: Mean and SD of MPD of vowel IvJ fin seconds) across recordings. 

 
Figure 21: Error bar of MPD of vowel IvJ. 
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21.       Rate of speech (in words per minute - WPM) 
Repeated measure ANOVA showed no significant difference between 
recordings [F(4,28) = 1.352, p>O.O5]. Wilcoxon signed rank test showed 
significant difference between recordings III and VI [Z(5)=1.8?6, p<0.1]. 
WPM did not show any consistent trend' across recordings. However, 
WPM in recording V was reduced compared to recording I Table 21 
shows mean and standard deviation of rate of speech across five recording. 
Figure 22 shows error bar for rate of speech. 

Recording Mean S.D. 
I 136.14 38.01 
II 117.71 16.23 
III 120.81 12.45 
IV 1-6.09 12.97 
V 117.08 14.82 
VI 108.1 I 10.29 

 
 

 
Table 21: Mean and SD of rate of speech (in WPM) across recordings. 

 
Figure 22: Error bar for rate of speech (WPM). 
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As some of the participants were faster and some slower in their rate of

speech at baseline (as compared with the norms by Savithri and Jayaram,

2005), unlike the other parameters rate of speech was evaluated

individually.

Participant 1 and 2 were Tamil speakers (normal speaking rate is 135±25).

Participant 1 exhibited 103.97 wpm and participant 2 exhibited 225.92

(fast rate of speech) wpm as their speaking rate. Following training they

showed 108.92 and 93.36 wpm respectively falling in lower end of the

normal speaking rate.

Participants 3,4,5,6 and 7 were Kannada speakers (normal rate of speech

for their age is 116 ± 21 wpm). Except participant 5 who continued to

show high rate of speech rest other participants showed normal rate of

speech at final recording.

Participant 8 was Telugu speaker (normal rate of speech for their age is

133 ± 20 wpm). Participant 8 showed normal rate of speech in his baseline

and also on final recording. Figures 24 to 31 show the pattern of change

across recordings in rate of speech for eight of the participants.

Figure 24: Rate of speech for participant 1. Figure 25: Rate of speech for participant 2.
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In summary, the parameters that showed significant increase are FO in

speech, FO range in speech, Intensity in phonation, speech and reading and

intensity range in speech. The parameters that showed significant decrease

are Gamma ratio and MAFR.

22. Effect size

The training improved certain measures in participants. The parameters

that showed large effect size (Cohen's d > 0.8) included FO range in

speech, intensity in phonation and speech, and intensity range in speech

and reading. Medium effect size (Cohen's d > 0.5) was noticed on FO

range in reading, mean airflow rate, rate of speech, gamma ratio, and

intensity range in phonation. Small effect size (Cohen's d > 0.2) was

noticed on vital capacity, MPD of /a/ and alpha ratio. Figure 32 shows

effect size on various parameters. Dots in the figure indicate that the

parameter is statistically significant.
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Discussion

The results of the study showed several points of interest. First of all, all

participants had increased fundamental frequency and frequency range in speech

across sessions and the increase was statistically significant. The results of the

project support findings of Kovacic & Budanovac (2002) that speaking

fundamental frequency (SFF) and speaking range significantly improved with

training. Greater speaking range is desirable in making speech interesting. In the

present study F0 in speech increased by 31.25 Hz and F0 in phonation increased

by 13 Hz. Increase in F0 in spiking task was higher than that in phonation. Also,

F0 range in speaking task was 112 Hz larger than that in phonation task. These

results agree with that of Borrego, Gasparini & Behlau (2006) who demonstrated

increased pitch range of the participants was also shown with radio announcers.

Second, intensity improved in all the three tasks. However, intensity range

improved only in speech task. This means that the participants are louder in final

recording compared to baseline but their vocal dynamicity improved only in

speaking task.

Third, of various LTAS measures considered, only y ratio decreased. This is an

indicative of increased energy in the high frequency region, a condition present in

projected voice (Rachel & Jennifer, 2005) and resonant voice (Cara, Eileen, &

Micheal, 2004).

Fourth, results also show that total lung volume (vital capacity) did not increase

but mean airflow decreased with training. This means that the participants in the

study are exhibiting efficient airflow with the same amount of air. The finding

that increased energy in the high frequency region and decreased glottal airflow
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supports earlier finding with greater projected voice (William, Eileen & Micheal,

2000).

Fifth, there was no significant change in maximum phonation duration of any

vowel. This result is in agreement with the result that the vital capacity did not

increase with training. One would have expected increase in maximum phonation

duration with increase in vital capacity. The results suggest that the exercises to

improve respiratory capacities were not sufficient..

Sixth, no parameter showed unidirectional change. Most of the parameters

showed change in direction of improvement, which could be because of two

reasons. Firstly, the training was conducted chapter by chapter. Therefore,

participants have received training on particular aspect for certain duration only.

Once, the exercises in a chapter were mastered, only selected exercises were

continued for further practice. This rigorous training on an aspect for certain

period resulted in better measurement in the following recording. Secondly, the

regularity in attending training program decreased with time. Therefore,

participants have received more number of sessions in the initial months than

later. This unequal number of training sessions also might have resulted in varied

performance of the participants.

The parameters that showed desirable changes in eight participants who received

four months of training were speaking fundamental frequency, frequency range in

speech, intensity in phonation, speech and readi g, intensity range in speech, y

ratio, and mean airflow rate. Importantly, the above parameters improved with

most significant difference (p<0.05). Interestingly, both absolute and range in

frequency and intensity improved in speech but not phonation or reading. This is
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possible as the training material was speech and the carry over effect was greater

for speech tasks compared to other two tasks.

Although the training was provided in speech and reading tasks, the carry over

effect onto phonation task was seen with intensity than with frequency. This is

further supported by the fact that the development in intensity in speech and

phonation mimic. Although some parameters improved in their final recording

compared to that of baseline, it was not identified by statistical test. For example,

frequency range in reading, Vital capacity. This could be due to high inter subject

variability, which can be seen as the width of the vertical line in error bar. The

factors that could have contributed to varying results are non-homogenous

participants, irregular attendance and number of training sessions attended. In

general, standard deviation was high in all the parameters. A possible explanation

for this is that the training was helpful in different participants to varied extent.

Finally, the written testimonies from the participants reveal that the training was

helpful to them in making themselves audible and their friends report that their

voice sounds "good" now.
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Summary and Conclusions

Although everyone cherishes for projected voice, there seems So be lack of

training material to improve the same. The present project aimed at devising

training material for voice projection and a'so tests the same for its efficacy.

Although there were many enrollments, only 8 participants could continue

training program for 5 months. The participant's baseline and periodical

recording after every month was done for phoation, speech and reading tasks.

The data was analyzed for frequency and intensity related parameters, LTAS

parameters, vital capacity, mean airflow rate, maximum phonation duration and

rate of speech.

It can be concluded from the results that the training effect was

remarkable in intensity and frequency related parameters, y ratio, and

aerodynamic measures that showed irnprovement with training. However, the

improvement was not gradual and not to the same extent in all the participants.

This indicates that there exist individual related factors that influence the

improvement. A future study to examine there. factors is suggested. And also,

long term follow-up is required to find put if the results of the voice training

program maintain. The manual prepared for the project cab be used as a self-

guide by individuals for improving their vocal projection.
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Chapter Title Page No.

I Introduction iii-iv

II Speech production v-xii

III Respiration and breathing exercises xiii-xxviii

IV Pitch and its exercises xix-xxxviii

V Resonance and its exercises xxxix-xxxj

VI Voice quality and its exercises xxxxix-'i

VII Voice projection and its exercises lii-Jiii

VIII Rate of speech and its exerciser liv-lviij

IX Articulation and its exercises lix-lxxiv

Short listed exercises for daily practice lxxv- lxxxiv
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Chapter I: Introduction

The difference between management and leadership is communication.

Winston Churchill

The above sentence is well said. It's the communication abilities that make

difference in to a person.

Project

The project on effect of training on voice projection is about collecting, testing

various exercises that are proposed to improve the systems that are involved in

speech production. The exercises are demonstrated, practiced and tested for its

usefulness through various acoustic measures.

Purpose

The purpose of the project is to develop a self-explanatory manual on voice

projection skills. It involves collecting various exercises pertaining to voice

projection and evaluating the efficacy of it.

Outcomes

The primary outcome of the project is a self-explanatory manual that would

instruct an individual to improve their voice projection skills. The secondary

outcome is the efficacy measure of the program used in the project.

Exercises

The practice exercises are on pitch, loudness, voice quality, projection (all the

above would eventually improve voice projection), rate of speech and articulation.

The exercises improve the functioning of speech mechanism, which is vital for

voice projection.
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Benefits

The participant at the end of the course will be an efficient user of voice. Efficient

voice usage means having greater effect of voice with minimal effort.

Risks

The project involves no known risks in it.

Measurements

To track down the changes in voice projection the following acoustic and

aerodynamic measure are selected:

Aerodynamic measures

Vital capacity (VC)

Mean air flow rate (MAFR)

Acoustic measures

Fundamental frequency

Fundamental frequency range in phonation,

speech and reading

Loudness

Loudness range in phonation, speech and reading

Maximum phonation duration (MPD)

Rate of speech during speaking and reading

Long-term average spectra (LTAS)
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Chapter II: Speech production

What is speech?

Speech is a form of communication the other forms being writing and signing.

Speech is the ultimate sound that we hear but it involves many complex yet

coordinated acts. Speech production begins with the idea as to what to speak and

ends with articulation of speech sounds, words and phrases.

What are the systems involved in speech production?

Speech production is an integrated action of nervous system, respiratory system,

laryngeal system, articulatory system and resonatory system. The orientation of

different organs involved in speech production is illustrated in figure 2.1. As seen

in figure stomach, diaphragm and lungs consist of respiratory system; larynx is a

part of phonatory system; vocal tract (starts from vocal cords below and extends

up to mouth) is a part of resonatory system.

Nervous system

Nervous system controls all the body actions. Nervous system consists of brain

and nerves that convey commands from brain to different body parts. The brain

has different sections called lobes. The frontal lobe of the brain controls speech.

The commands from frontal lobe are conveyed to speech organs by nerves. Any

damage in either brain or nerves will result in affected speech. For example, in

case of paralysis, due to inability of either nerve to carry commands or the

muscles to act accordingly, the correct production of speech is affected.
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Figure 2,1: Orientation of different organs inbody that are
involved in speech production,

Respiratory system

Like any engine, human body runs on fuel,the fuel for the body is blood, and

oxygen in the blood. Oxygen is taken into blood by the process of respiration. Taking

air into the lungs is called inhalation or inspiration and expelling air out is

called expiration or exhalation. During relased breathing one usally

inhales and exhales about a dozen (12) times per minute. This rate of breathing

(breathing cycles) increases as one is involved in physical activity of speech.

Two lungs are important organs in breathing or respiration lungs are attached to

ribs all around and rest on dome shaped muscle called diaphragm. Air -

enters lungs when the air pressure in the lungs is less than the environment

pressure.
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The negative air pressured lungs draw air from outside environment through

nose and/or mouth. This negative pressure in lungs can be created in three ways,

i. By pulling the ribeage outward and upward, the lungs are expanded in

front to back direction creating negative air pressure in lungs, Breathing

by this kind mechanism is tailed "thoracic breathing",

ii. By contraction of the diaphragm the lungs are expanded longitudinally

creating negative pressure. Breathing by this kind mechanism is called

"diaphragmatic breathing".

iii. Raising the thorax up by the muscles that are attached to clavicle or collar

bone can also create negative pressure. Breathing by this kind of

mechanism is called "clavicular breathing".

Among the three kinds, diaphragmatic breathing is advised as it can accommodate

much air compared to other kinds, which is necessary for continuous, lengthy and

loud speech. And also, diaphragmatic breathing does not cause any tension in

larynx, voice box like the other kinds. In figure 2,2, the lungs are simulated with

balloons. As can be seen, the balloons are inflated (blown) (as in 'b") when

negative pressure is created in the cylinder by pulling down the base,
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of inflation of balloons (simulated for lungs) (a) Normal
resting balloons and (b) When negative pressure is created in the
cylinder.

Laryngeal system

The laryngeal system is located within neck. It consists of cartilages and muscles.

Different muscles are attached to cartilages. The primary muscle that is

responsible for voice production is pair of vocalis muscle (also called as vocal

cords). Vocal cords are placed horizontally at the level of Adam's apple. Vocal

cords are fixed anteriorly and flexible to move on the posterior side with the help

of pair of movable arytenoid cartilages.

Prior to initiation of voice the two vocal cords move towards each other thus

obstructing the air passage. The obstruction of air results in increase in pressure

beneath the vocal cords called sub glottal pressure. As the sub glottal pressure

gradually increases and reaches a level (approximately 3 mm H2O) when it can
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set the vocal cords apart, a puff of air is released. And the vocal cords are closed

again to block the air; this cycle repeats resulting in release of puffs of air. When

heard, the puffs of air sounds like a musical note played on an instrument. The

number of puffs per minute determines the frequency of voice. In other words,

frequency is related to the number of times the vocal cords slam with each other

or the average number of puffs released per second. These series of puffs of air

sounds like a musical note played on a string instrument. This needs to be shaped

into desired speech sounds and also amplified. Figure 2.3 shows larynx and figure

2.4 illustrates voicing.

Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of voicing.
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Articulatory system

The voice generated at the level of the vocal cords needs to be modified into

meaningful speech sounds. Articulatory system modifies the voice by the rapid

movements of the various articulators such as tongue, lips, soft palate (flap like

structure hanging at the back of the mouth, and raises on saying "ah") and lower

jaw as movable articulators and upper jaw. hard palate (rigid bone forming the

roof of the mouth) as immovable articulators. The articulators move so fast that

we are able to produce 4-6 syllable (combination of vowel and a consonant e.g.,

/pa/, /ba/, /ma/ and /na/) per second. Each articulator not only moves with

individual precision but also in coordination with other articulators. A good

example for coordinated activity of different articulators is seen during the

production of "s" in the word school. During the instance of "s' production

observe that the lips are rounded that is required for the production of the

following vowel "u".

A good articulation is characterized by precise and coordinated

articulation. Figure 2.4 illustrates the articulatory system.
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Resonatory system

Any feeble sound needs amplification in order to be heard. For example, a violin

string when it is plucked generates a weak signal. The weak signal is amplified by

the cavity below the strings. But, when we pluck the same strings in on open air

the same signal is perceived soft owing to the absence of resonating cavity.

Therefore, a cavity is important to strengthen any feeble sound.

As discussed earlier, the voice produced at the level of larynx is feeble and

needs amplification. The cavities within in the mouth and nose act as resonators

that amplify (strengthen or louder) the sound. The strengthening or intensification

of the sound depends on the volume of cavity in mouth (oral cavity) and nose

(nasal cavity). The volume depends on the opening of the mouth. As you can

observe that the vowel /a/ sounds muffled when you say with clinched mouth and

louder and clear with wide-open mouth. Larger the volume louder is the sound.

The oral cavity amplifies all the sounds other than nasal sounds (nasal sounds are

'm', 'n', 'ng'). Nasal sounds can be identified as vibrations are felt on the nose

during their production in normalindividuals.

What are the components of speech?

The components of the speech include voice, articulation and fluency.

Voice

Voice is what is produced at the level of larynx. It sounds like a pure tone or a

note produced on violin.

Articulation

Articulation pertains to modification of voice into desired speech sounds by the

rapid and coordinated movements of the articulators.
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Fluency

The continuity and rate of speech determines fluency of speech.

What is normal speech?

A normal speech is one that has normal voice, articulation and fluency and

matches with many of the speakers of his/her gender and age.

i
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Chapter III: Respiration and breathing exercises

What is respiration?

Respiration is a biological process where by gas exchange takes place. The

impure carbon dioxide from the blood is exchanged with environmental pure

oxygen in the lungs. Although respiration is meant for primary biological

functions, it is also helpful in voice production. The air coming out of lungs is

modified into puffs of air (the sound at this level is called voice) by the vibratory

action of the vocal cords. The respiratory support is important not only in

initiation of voice but also in making variations in voice. In other words, air

supply for speech is analogous to petrol/fuel for a vehicle.

What are the types of respiration?

The function of taking air in is possible primarily through three ways, thoracic,

abdomen and diaphragmatic breathing. While thorax (chest) and neck muscles are

involved in thoracic type of breathing, abdomen (stomach) muscles are involved

in abdomen breathing. Figure 3.1 illustrates all two types of breathing.

Thorasic breathing Abdominal breathing

Figure 3.1: Thorasic and abdominal breathing.
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What is normal and recommended breathing pattern for speech purposes?

Diaphragmatic breathing employs stomach muscles and is the suggested breathing

pattern especially for speech purposes as it can accommodate larger amount of air

than the other two types of breathing.

What is the minimum air pressure required for initiation of voice?

The minimum air pressure required to set the vocal cords into vibration is called

sub glottal pressure threshold and it is approximately 3 mm H2O. The required

sub glottal pressure varies with the task. For instance, for loud speech like in

shouting, yelling a minimum of 6 mm H2O is required.

What is vital capacity?

Vital capacity is the total volume of air that can be exhaled after deep inhalation.

Vital capacity varies with age, gender and profession (singers and stage show

performers show greater vital capacity). Measuring vital capacity is important to

understand the total air that is available for speech.

What is normal vital capacity?

Normal adult male would have a vital capacity of approximately 2500 cc. Normal

adult female would have a vital capacity of approximately 1500 cc.

When is vital capacity reduced?

Abnormal or reduced vital capacity can be resultant of either incorrect type of

breathing (thoracic or clavicular breathing) or some respiratory pathologies such

as bronchitis, asthma etc. When vital capacity is reduced, a person is unable to

speak longer and louder sentences.
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What is Mean Air Flow Rate?

The average amount (volume) of air that passes through the vocal cords per unit

time is called mean airflow rate. Mean airflow rate depends on the

stiffness/slackness of the vocal cords. A stiff vocal cord will not allow the air to

pass through freely thus increased mean airflow. Whereas a slack vocal cord

allows air to pass through freely.

What is normal Mean Air Flow Rate?

The normal mean airflow rate ranges from 80 cc/sec to 180 cc/scc. However this

varies with the nature of the speaking tasks, for instance, in loud speaking the

airflow rate is high compared to that in soft speaking.

What is Maximum Phonation Duration (MPD)?

Maximum phonation duration is the time period for which a person can sustain

saying "ah" following deep inhalation.

What is normal Maximum Phonation Duration?

Average maximum phonation duration is 15 to 20 sec for adults. It is less in case

of children that is between 10 and 15 sec. Phonation duration is longer in singers

and swimmers.

When is Maximum Phonation Duration reduced?

Phonation duration is reduced when sufficient expiratory air is not available or the

vocal folds are not closing properly.
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Check your Vital capacity, Mean Air Flow Rate and Maximum phonation

duration

What are the breathing exercises?

The following exercises are geared towards increasing respiratory support for

speech.

Exercise 1: Watching: Watch at yourself in a mirror or simply look down at the

chest/torso area and observe the movements that occur during breathing. If you

are in a group observe other's breathing pattern. Observe for the following:

1. What movements occur in your chest when you breathe in?

(If chest moves in and out when you breath there is a need to correct it

because in model abdominal breathing chest has little role to play)

2. What movements occur in your lower abdomen (tummy) when you

breathe in?

(In suggested breathing pattern thai is abdominal breathing it bulges out

when you breathe in. If you do not observe this there is a need to change

your breathing pattern with exercise 2)
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3. What does your chest do when you breathe out?

(In suggested abdominal breathing, chest has little role to play. If your

chest is moving when you breathe you are following thorasic breathings

which is incorrect breathings pattern for speech)

4. What does your tummy do when you breathe out?

(In abdominal breathing, tummy goes in when you breathe out)

5. How does your chest move when you count numbers?

(Chest move little during counting numbers when you employ

abdominal breathing)

6. How does your tummy move when you speak?

(In abdominal breathing tummy gradually bulges out when you speak)

7. What movement do you see when you take a sharp breath in? (This is like

a quiet gasp)

(In suggested abdominal breathing, a sharp breath in will result in

sudden bulging out of tummy)

8. When you speak, do you speak on the breath in or breathe out?

(We speak on out going breath that is during breath out)

9. When you are breathing at rest which is longer, the breath in or breath out

or are they same?

(At rest breath in and breath out are almost of equal duration.)

10. What happens to the length of the breath in and breath out when you

speak?

(While speaking breathing out is longer than breathing in)
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Exercise 2: Feeling:

1. Place one hand on your lower abdomen and the other on the upper chest;

watch and feel the breathing patterns at rest as well as during speech.

2. In suggested abdominal breathing only stomach moves. It bulges out when

you take air and releases when you leave air. In chest breathing (incorrect

breathing pattern for speech) chest moves instead of stomach.

3. Alternate between the two patterns: to see and feel how the movement

changes.

4. Once the target pattern is established, repeat the exercises with eyes closed

(this is to cut extraneous information and to tune into the sensation).

5. Feel the pressure changes against hands during inspiration and expiration.

6. Feel in the stomach/abdomen of downward pressure on inspiration or a

pressure in the upper chest while upper chest expiration.

Exercise 3: Place your both hands either side of the lower abdomen, pretend to

blow candles (placed at 3 feet distance) extremely quickly. Feel the abdomen

(stomach) "kick in" on the forced blowing (figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Illustration of forced blowing.

Exercise 4: With the hands on either side of the lower abdomen (stomach)

imagine you are blowing up airbed or swimming arm bands. Feel the strong,

smooth contraction of the abdomen as you blow up the imaginary airbed.
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Exercise 5: Produce sustained (continuous) "a" and pull the tummy in and out.

Notice that the sound is no longer kept steady and that the volume of the sound

fluctuates becoming louder and a little higher pitch as the tummy is pulled in then

softer and lower in pitch as it is released.

The above exercise can also be practiced with the help of an assistant. An

assistant places his/her hand over abdomen (tummy) and push the tummy as you

say "ah". Notice that the "ah" becomes louder and higher in pitch as the tummy

is pushed in and softer and lower in pitch as the tummy is released. ',

Exercises for sufficient breathing

The following exercises are designed to make sure that your breathing is taking

place mostly in the abdomen.

Exercise 6: Sit comfortably, but erect, in a chair. Place your hands so that your

thumbs touch the lower ribs at your sides and your fingers are placed over the

abdomen. Exhale as much as you can; push in your abdomen with your hands.

Next, inhale as much air as you can, keeping your hands in constant pressure

against the abdomen. Next, exhale with a slow steady inward and upward

movement of the abdomen. Repeat this cycle 20 to 25 times.

Exercise 7: Keep your right hand in the same position as in 6 above, but place

your left hand on your upper chest. Repeat the exercise making sure that there is

little movement of the upper chest, but full movement of the abdominal. Practice

for 10 times. As you are performing this exercise, try to become aware of the

sensations, which you feel in the abdomen. Now repeat this exercise without

using your hands as a guide for control.
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The next set of exercises is intended to improve your control over the expiration

phase or air release.

Exercise 8: Take a deep breath, using the lower chest regions predominantly.

Whisper 'ah' as long as you can, keeping h steady and constant in force.

• Now do the same thing with a phonated or voiced 'ah'.

• Next, whisper 'ah' in staccato notes as many times as you can in one

breath. Such as 'ah' 'ah' 'ah' 'ah'....'ah' (All whispered voice)

• Repeat this with a voiced 'ah'. Such as 'ah' 'ah' 'ah' 'ah'....'ah' (All

voiced)

• Count as far as you can easily on a single expiration, using whispered

speech. Such as One, Two, Three, Four, Five (All whispered voice)

• Do the same, using voiced sounds. Such as One, Two, Three, Four,

Five (All voiced)

• Prepare a group of sentence: of approximalely 10-20 words each. Read

each of these on a single expiration. While you are reading them, check

your expiration with your hands to make sure that yon are not wasting

breath either at the beginning of your expiration or at the end.

• Prepare a group of paragraphs that include sentences, which are not too

long or complex for easy on::' reading. Practice reading these paragraphs

until you are certain that you have mastered the technique of breathing

during "natural" pauses in the meaning of the written material. Natural

pauses are short and long break in speech at comma and full-stops

respectively.
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Exercise 9: When the correct method of breathing is ascertained, begin to prolong I

the breaths. This means taking less number of breaths but deep breaths instead of

many short breaths. Count (silently) 1,2,3,4 on one inhalation and the same on the

exhalation. Keep it rhythmical. Gradually extend the time for each respiration

until you are talking only three or four breaths to a minute. This exercise can be

practical while walking, riding or resting. When walking you can synchronize the

counts with your steps. Gradual inhalation for seven seconds and gradual

exhalation for seven seconds is appreciable.

Exercise 10: Practice holding the breath. Begin by retaining it only 15 seconds. In

5 second step increase the retention up to 45 seconds. Importantly, air needs to be

taken into abdomen not into chest.

Exercise 11: Breathing exercises can be combined profitably with general

physical exercises.

Stand erect with the arms hanging at sides. Rise on the toes while raising the arms

and touching the hands together above the hand. At the same time, and in prefect

co-ordination with the physical action, draw in deep breathe. With the beginning

of exhalation let the arms fall gently to the sides and the weight settle back on the

balls of the feet. Repeat five to six times.

Exercise 12: Draw a full breath with fine gasps through the mouth. With the first

three the expansion should be noticed exclusively below the ribs; with the last two

the upper chest should be filled to capacity. Exhale in a slow, steady hiss. Reverse

the process i.e., inhale in a slow inhalation, and exhale on fine puffs.
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• On an easy exhalation, make the simple grunting sounds uh, uh, uh and u-

u-h, u-u-h, u-u-h. Vary the sounds with yah, yah, yah. Don't try for volume

or force. Just engage in some easy, quiet grunts, seeing how effortlessly

the sounds can be made.

• Now, shout to the conductor of a bus 200 to 300 feet from you. First use a

whisper. Then use a vocal tone. Don't strain! Get the force from your

abdomen muscles, and keep your throat open and relaxed. Notice the

difference in the amount of volume achieved. Note that you can repeat the

phrase over and over on the same breath, whereas in the whispered shout

you probably used all your breath on one phrase.

• Place your hands on your sides, below your ribs, as described earlier.

Draw in a breath. Ease now, but not too much. Don't strain. With your

throat open like a funnel make the tone a-a-a-h. Hold it as long as you can.

Did you feel the muscles of your abdomen contracting? Do you see how

those muscles function to supply the stream of controlled breath to support

the tone?

• Open the throat and at the same time draw in an adequate supply of breath.

Imagine you are drinking fresh air. Now, with the throat still open, exhale

on the tone a-a-a-h. Repeat the tone five times till you are exhausted with

air on one breath, all on the same mono-pitch.

• Hold a lighted candle three or four inches in front of the lips. Sing up and

down the scale, at first softly, then with gradually increased volume. Try

to keep the light from being blown out but flickering. If the tones are well

produced and the breath stream well controlled, flickering may be done

with speech instead of song notes.

• Assume a good standing position, with chest up but not rigid; abdomen

flat but not tense; shoulders, neck and jaw relaxed. Inhale deeply through
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the open mouth, and gently begin to say the alphabet. When you reach the

end of it, begin over again without taking additional breath. Say the

alphabets many times as you can on one breath, without permitting your

chest to cave in. Be sure that all the alphabets are said loudly, clearly and

equally spaced. Also be sure that speaking is accompanied by a gradual

controlling and drawing in of the abdomen. At first you may not be able to

say the alphabet more than twice on one breath; but if you practice

regularly five or ten minutes a day, at the end of a few weeks you should

easily say it six or eight times as your diaphragm and abdominal muscles

gain strength and control.

Exercise 17: Exercises combining phrasing and breathing

Several factors affect the length of the phrases we use in speaking. One of the

important considerations that help to determine the length of the phrases is the

speaker's need for breath. In talking we do not normally take a long breath and

keep on talking until all the breath is exhausted. Rather, we break up our

sentences into phrases, taking little sips of breath between the phrases. For a

speaker to use long, continuous sentences, without breaks for breathing, it is

extremely exhausting both to him and to his listeners.

Look for a minute, at Lincoln's well-known sentence:

Fourscore and seven years ago, our father brought forth on this continent a

new nation, conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all

men are created equal.

It would be possible, of course, to say this sentence in two phrases, pausing for

breath only at the comma in the middle of the sentence. But this would not be
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wise, whether for getting full meaning from the sentence or for securing a good,

well-supported tone. The speaker doesn't have to follow the phrasing that is

indicated by the punctuation of the written page. Instead, he can make his own

phrasing. There are a different ways the above sentence can be phrased. Try some

of them, and at many of the pauses for phrasing draw in a little sip of breath to

keep your supply replenished. Try this way, for example,

Fourscore and seven years ago/ our father brought forth on this continent/

new nation/ conceived in liberty/ and dedicated to the proposition/ that all

men/ are created equal.

Try different-length phrases, with quick intakes of breath interspersed, on the

following sentence

At a time when the world needs above all other things the activity of

generous imaginations and the creative leadership of planning and

inventive minds our thinking is shriveled with panic.

You could pick newspaper read an article slowly pausing at commas and full-

stops. Read an article multiple times until you are sure that you could regulate

breath according to the needs of the prose.

Exercise 18: Laughing as a diaphragmatic exercise

• Laugh loudly, vigorously, and freely. Repeat several times. It may be

necessary to think of something hilariously funny at first, to generate the

need of hearty laughter.

• Inhale deeply and expansively as if about to yawn. But instead of

yawning emit a loud, laughing exclamation: "HA!" Repeat several times.

Employ the spontaneous diaphragmatic action of a loud belly-laugh with

each "HA!" Feel the thrust of the diaphragm with each attack, as in a
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natural deep laugh. Repeat the laughing, staccato attack of the syllable

"HA!" five times in rapid succession.. Prolong each fifth syllable for five

seconds, thus:

Repeat the series of the syllables several times, but be sure to maintain a laughing

action throughout the exercise.

Exercise 19: Attack the vowel sound "ah" loudly, as it was produced in the

preceding laughing exercise. Prolong the "ah" sound for five counts on a normal

pitch level. Be careful not to diminish its initial volume while the sound is being

prolonged and be sure to employ the vigorous laughing attack for each syllable.

Repeat several times.

Exercise 20: Repeat the preceding step, starting with a prolongation of two counts

on each "ah" and gradually increasing the length of each "ah" sound until a

maximum duration of about ten seconds is reached. Note the sensation of vocal

freedom accompanying the laughing attack and try to maintain this sensation.
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Count 6 Count 8

Ahhhhhhhhhh
•

Count 10

If symptoms of breathiness or hoarseness persist, the following exercise will be

beneficial.

Exercise 21: Building concepts of minimum effort and breath economy.

• Prolong the vowel sound 'ah' at a normal pitch level in a monotone

Gradually diminish the loudness, without pausing or break, until the sound

is scarcely audible.

• Sustain this scarcely audible sound, which may be designated the lowest

dynamic level of tone production, for at least ten seconds. While doing so

cover the ears tightly with the palms of the hands and you will be able to

hear a low, regular vibration by bone conduction. The more regularly and

slowly the vibrations are felt the better your performance.

• Now prolong 'ah' continuously at the lowest dynamic level while you

alternately cover and uncover your ears. The longer the soft, pulling vocal

sound is made to last, the more economical the flow of breath and hence

the larynx will function more efficiently. Repeat many times.

• Now prolong the soft, pulling sound of 'ah' in a low-pitched monotone,

with the ears uncovered. Lightly touch the Adam's apple to feel the

vibrations of the larynx externally. Continue this step until you can

maintain the tone for at least thirty seconds without a break. The sound

should be free from breathiness at this stage. Minimum muscular effort is

essential throughout this exercise. Practice daily for several weeks.
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Exercise 22: Building concepts of volume, intensity and projection.

a) Prolong the vowel sound "ah" softly, at the normal pitch level.

b) Now, gradually increase the loudness of the sound "ah" in a monotone as

long as the breath lasts and at the same time listen intently for symptoms

of breathiness or strain. If these app.ar, stop and begin the exercise again.

c) To make sure that you increase the sounds gradually imagine a person

slowly walking away from you. As he recedes "reach" him with your

voice, until a distance of about twenty feet is spanned.

d) Now prolong "ah" at the maximum (twenty-foot) loudness that can be

attained without straining. A fielding sensation in the throat, coughing,

and resulting hoarseness are all common signs of over strain. Stop the

exercise as soon as these symptoms appear and repeat with minimum

effort.

e) Now, start with a twenty-foot volume and gradually decrease the loudness,

assuming that the person is now slowly walking toward you. Always

direct your voice so that the imaginary person can hear you without

straining.

f) Alternate (b) and (e).

A listener can hear a good resonant voice in ordinary speech at least fifteen feet

away in a normally quiet room.

Exercise 23: After the preceding exercise has been thoroughly mastered, start

with a twenty-foot volume, the previous maximum, and project a comfortably

clear, resonant "ah" sound. Use a monotone on the normal pitch level as before.

Now follow (with the voice only) a gradually receding imaginary listener or

microphone into space at the rate of one foot per second, increasing the projection

by degrees, one foot at a time. Use a monotone, stop when you think the distance
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of fifty feet is reached and prolong the fifty-foot tone without breathiness or pitch

strain. Repeat the exercise many times, until this projection formula has become

familiar.

How will your voice improve with these exercises?

Regular practice of the above exercises would improve respiration, vital support

for speech. An adequate respiratory support would yield increased vita1 capacity

and maximum phonation duration, better mean air flow rate and improved speech

production in terms of longer, louder, clearer voice that is important part of voice

projection.
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Chapter IV: Pitch and its exercises

What is pitch?

Pitch is the perceived frequency. It is a psychological aspect of frequency. High

frequencies are perceived to be high pitched and low frequencies are perceived to

be low pitched. Notice that a whiWe sounds high pitched compared to a drum

sound. Likewise, a high frequency vibration of vocal cords (as with females) is

perceived to be of high pitch and low frequency vibration of vocal cords (as with

males) is perceived to be of low pitch. Pitch is also important in the expression of

emotions. Different pitch fluctuations depict different emotions. A rising pitch on

a sentence makes the sentence interrogative and a falling pitch on a sentence

makes the sentence a declarative sentence.

What is normal pitch?

Pitch and frequency are used interchangeably. A normal pitch of a person is the

one that is apt for a person according to the gender, age, and culture An adult

male would have a lower pitch compared to an adult female. To some extent

cultural background also determines what is called normal pitch.

An adult male would have a normal pitch ranging from 80 Hz to 180 Hz; an adult

female would have a normal pitch ranging from 180 Hz to 240 Hz; a child would

have a normal pitch ranging from 250 Hz to 400 Hz. An abnormal pilch may be

because of structural causes at the larynx (voice box), neurological causes or of

psychological reasons.
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How does pitch develop?

Pitch of a person varies between high and low during life period. It is high during

childhood, decreases with age up to late adulthood and then increases as the age

progresses to senility. Development of pitch varies between males and females.

Figure 4.1 illustrates development of pitch.

What is pitch range?

Pitch range of a person is the range of pitches that s/he can produce. In other

words it is the difference between the maximum and minimum pitch that a person

can achieve. Without adequate pitch variations speech sounds monotonous, flat

and fails to keep up the listeners' attention. A good modulated pitch during

speaking or reading is helpful in conveying various emotions as well as to

maintain the interest of the listener.

What is normal pitch range in speech and reading?

A pitch range of 30 Hz is required to make the speech interesting and not boring.
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What is normal pitch range possible for adult males?

A normal healthy adult male would have a pitch range of 1 to 11/2 octaves. For

example, if the lowest pitch is 100 Hz an octave of that is 100 x 2-200 Hz and 1

!/2 octave is 300 Hz. Likewise if the lowest frequency is 150 Hz, the uctave and 1

1/2 octaves of it would be 300 (that is 150 x 2) and 150 Hz, respectively.

What is normal pitch range possible for adult females?

A normal healthy female would have a pitch range of 2 to 21/2 octaves. For

example, If the lowest frequency is 100 Hz, 1 octave of it is 100 x 2 - 200 Hz; 2

octaves of it is lOOx 2 x2=400 Hz and 21/2. octave is 450 Hz. Likewise if the

lowest frequency is 150 Hz, 2 octaves and 2 1/2 octaves of it would bo 600 and 675

Hz, respectively. Figure 4.2 represents the frequency range in octaves.

Figure 4.2. Frequency range in males for different fundamental frequency.

What is abnormal pitch range?

An abnormal/narrow/limited pitch range is limited range of pitches. With some

although they are able to produce normal pitch range, the increase or decrease in

pitch is not smooth. The causes for abnormal pitch range could be any

neurological, psychological or organic causes related to vocal system.
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Check your pitch and pitch range

|

What are the exercises to improve pitch and pitch range?

The following exercises are geared towards increasing pitch range.

Exercise 1: Use the words well, yes, no Practice rising inflections as shown

below.

Exercise 2: Using the words "go", "why", and "no" practice falling inflections as

shown below.
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Exercise 3: On vowel /a/ practice double inflections, a rising pitch that drops off

to a falling pitch. This kind of pitch bending ir a single syllabic word seems, as

you will hear to convey sarcasm, uncertainly or double meaning.

Exercise 4: Now practice changing pitch inflections on entire sentence. Read

aloud the sentei.ee below, making the pitch changes that are indicated. The words

and syllables level with the dash are at your normal pitch; the others are above or

below it.

Exercise 5: Read the following passage four times in four ways: chanting in

monotone, with narrow range, with average range, with wide range. Use your

"best" pitch level. As you increase your range which the whole distribution above
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and below your level. Avoid accomplishing the range variations with a few

isolated instances of high or low pitch.

In speaking or reading, a good speaker uses pitch variations of about 30 Hz. A

poor speaker may limit his range of pitch. An actor, whose technique involves an

element of artistic exaggeration, may vary his pitch as much as two octaves that

are double of his or her fundamental frequency. It is not desirable in ordinary

speech, of course, for a speaker to emulate a dramatic actor, but it is also

undesirable for him to be monotonous. Variety of pitch, sensibly related to

meaning, adds interest to any type of speech.

Exercise 6: Read the above passage. Begin with a chant at your best level and

gradually increase the variability until you end with a very wide range.

• Read a passage again but stop increasing your variability when you

consider it to be optimum and finish the passage that way.

• Read the passage again working towards the point of optimum variability

but this time start with extremely large variability and decrease to

optimum.

• Select a short passage of factual prose. Attempt to read it at your best

level, and with optimum range and variability.

• Make the same attempt as you give a bri^f impromptu speech.

Exercise 7: Speak each of the following words with inflections (modulations of

pitch during phonation) as indicated by the arrow and impart it to the meaning

suggested.
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• Consider the words yes, no, please, what, where, don't, who, when, there,

why, good, wait, how, here, so, fine. To each word attach " meaning that

would be consistent with downward inflection and another meaning

consistent with upward inflection. Write phrases to indicate these

meanings. Speak the words accordingly. Exaggerate the inflections.

• Repeat the above step but for each inflection both downward and upward

try three different extents of pitch variations: narrow, average, wide.

Exercise 8: Read the following two word sentences. After the firs' word of each

use a short pause and an upward shift to the start of the second word. Exaggerate;

remember that shift refers to the relationship between the last pitch before and the

first pitch after the pause.

Move fast Winter came Shut up

Fish swim Go home All through

Stay here Right now Write this

Full house Look out We heard

Make way They talk

Repeat the above phrases using downward shifts on the second word.
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Exercise 9: Read the following two-phrase sentences using upward shift,

downward shift or no shift as the arrow indicates.

I couldn't do it. even for you

He stopped still, listening intensely

If they lose it, they'll never find it

Did he run to the right. or to the left

That's the best one, without a doubt

When he comes home, we'll tell him

Study the following. Read with upward, downward, or no shift at each space, as

the meaning seems to indicate. Try various possibilities. Then make appropriate

shifts with arrows.

You can't lose, | | take a short

If he doesn't answer, | | write him

The sign said, | | "for sale"

Come to think of it, | | I do know

Do you, | | or don't you?

If you can't do it, | | lean

Phrase it carefully | | as if you meant it

Your honor, | | I am guilty

Exercise 10: Count from one through ten at your optimum pitch level. Now count

to ten in a monotone three tones above your optimum pitch. Raise the pitch level
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three more tones and repeat the count. Finally count to ten at the very top of your

normal pitch range.

Exercise 11: Read the following quotations in a loud voice, first using a

controlled rate in a monotone, then a normal rate with the indicated vocal

inflections. Exaggerate the indicated rising and falling pitch changes. Avoid a

double inflection (rise followed by a fa'1, or vice versa) in any one syllable.

Remember that the vowels in the syllables preceding the inflection must take the

pitch changes.

The following inflections are suggested as exercises only. They are not to be

considered as models for interpretations. The mark indicates a sliding rise of

vocal pitch, or upward inflection of the voice; the mark indicates a sliding fall

of vocal pitch, or downward inflection of the voice.

Start each whole phrase on a normal pitch level and inflect upwards on each

downwards on each

1. I am a feather for each wird that belows.

2. It is the crushed grape That gives out the blood-red wine it is the

suffering soul that breathes the sweetest melodies i.

3. No man is a hypocrite in his pleasure

4. Let not the sun go dowr upon your wrath

5. Collect as pearls the words of the wise and virtuous

6. Assertion unsupported by fact is nugatory; sunrise and general

abuse, in however elegant language . ought not to pass for proofs
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7. We gain nothing by vying with such as ourselves we encourage

one another in mediocrity . I am always longing to be with men

more excellent than myself.

8. Astronomy is one of the supplement fields of human investigation :

the mind that grasps its facts and principles receives something of the

enlargement and grandeur belonging to the science itself It is a

quickened of devotion

9. There are authors in whose hand the pen becomes a magic wand ;

but they are few

10. There is thy gold ; worse poison to men's souls i.

How will your voice improve with these exercises?

The above exercises improve your pitch range. A wide, flexible pitch range is

helpful in making speech emotionally clear and also in sustaining interest of the

listeners.
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Chapter V: Resonance and its exercises

What is resonance?

Let us consider the condition oi audience making noise in a cinema theater. As we

might have noticed, the noise is loud, reverberated in a closed enclosure like

theater than when it would have been made in the open air. The condition can be

used to draw parallel to human speech production in understanding resonance. As

like in theater where a feeble sound becomes more louder than in open air, the

tone produced at the vocal cords is also strengthened (resonated) in the vocal

tract. The hollow cavities that lie above the vocal cords act as resonators (chamber

that amplifies the sound). Two cavities act as ...senators in humans. One is oral

cavity that lies from behind the teeth till the back of the tongue. The second called

nasal cavity lies above the oral cavity; it is the hollow space in the nose extending

up to back of the tongue.

How loud is normal voice?

Normal conversational speech usually ranges between 65 dB to 80 dB.

How loud is your voice in shouting?

A loud speech ranges between 80 dB to 110 dB.

What is abnormal loudness?

An abnormal loudness is inappropriate loudness according to the context. Weak

voice is the result of poor vocal habits such as poor breath control, habitual

breathing, and excessive tension of the vocal mechanism, inappropriate pitch or

improper use of the resonating cavities to reinforce vocal tones or due to

neurological or organic causes.
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Check your loudness

What are the exercises that improve your loudness?

Exercise 1: Place your hand on the stomach and say "ah". Then take a deep but

comfortable breath and again begin to say "ah". This time apply pressure

suddenly with your hands. The tone should increase in loudness when the

stomach is pushed in.

• Repeat the above exercise producing three loud "ah" without straining.

Breathe in if necessary after each "ah". Remember loud voice

production requires more breathe than normal conversation so that

more frequent inhalation becomes necessary to maintain a loud voice.

• Repeat the initial exercise except this time exerts direct control over

the stomach as you produce your loud "ah".
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Exercise 2: Say the following short commands loudly each on a single breath,

without strain and without an increase in pitch leve1 towards the end of the phrase.

Let's go! Time out!

You go! Stop him!

Look lively! Give him a hand!

Lower away! Let him go!

Turn around! Silence please!

Exercise 3: Try the following sentences on a single breath. Speak as if there is a

need to use loud voice to assert you.

This will never do

Let's waste no more time

Certainly. I am what I said

Old fellow; just pack up and go

Exercise 4: Initiate an "ah" in a tone which is barely audible, gradually increase

the loudness of the "ah" until it is louder than your usually conversational voice

and then reduce the loudness until the tone is again barely audible in single

breath. Do not change the pitch or force the length of exhalation beyond a point of

comfort.
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Exercise 5: Count from one to five increasing the loudness on each number.

Begin with a barely audible "one" and end with a "five" which can easily be

heard across a forty-foot room.

Count till seven increasing the loudne^s up to four and then decreasing loudness

from five through seven. Maintain the same pitch level through out the count.

Exercise 6: Say each of the following phrases or sentences three times increasing

loudness from a normal conversational level to one that can easily be heard across

a forty-foot room.

I'll go Comeback

Please No

I won't Enough
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Exercise 7: Lengthen the vowel la each of the following words and maintain

uniform loudness throughout the lengthened production of the vowel. Do not,

however, distort the vowel by excessive lengthening.

Alms Gnaw Bomb Thaw Father

Walk • Pause Tall Awe Mall

Exercise 8: Lengthen and maintain the force for the vowels or diphthongs of the

stressed syllables in the following phrases. Again, avoid distorting the vowel or

diphthong to a point where a listener would not be certain of the words you are

saying.

Loud laughter Hearty pleasure

Come on time Honest and true

Almost always Large house

Bounce the ball Ancient author

Worthy cause Gone yonder

Exercise 9: Read each of the following sentences, first in an ordinary

conversational tone and then if you were trying to address a person in the tenth

row of a crowded room.

Is that you Sheela?

I'll go in a few minutes

The time is now

I'll say this for the last time

Listen if you want to understand

Are you Mahesh?
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Exercise 10: Drop your jaw, for a gentle but open-mouthed yawn. Inhale with

your mouth open, and then pull in slowiy but firmly on the abdominal muscles.

Now permit a yawn to escape as you exhale as a 'by-product' of the position of

mouth and the controlled breathing.

Exercise 11: Repeat exercise 10 five times, making the yawn louder each time

but maintaining the same pitch.

Exercise 12: Now, instead of yawning, prepare to say 'aw' as in 'awful'. Maintain

an even pitch. Repeat five times.

Say 'oh' as follows:

(a) as if surprised

(b) as if horrified

(c) as if pleased and

(d) as if you are shouting or warning

Exercise 13: Pretend you are imitating a siren on a fix truck, increasing and

decreasing the loudness of your voice on the sound 'oh'. Repeat using the sound

'aw'. Avoid any feeling of tension of the throat or larynx, and do not extend the

length of vocalization to point of discomfort.

Exercise 14: Imagine yourself a drill sergeant and give your platoon the

following orders. Remember, your voice should resemble a sergeant's voice

having adequate loudness and authority in voice.

Forward, march Platoon, halt

About, turn At, ease

To the rear, March Fall, Out
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Exercise 15: Read the following as if you were addressing four hundred persons

waiting for your announcements in an auditorium that has no public address

system.

The meeting is adjourned. Return in two hours.

Tomorrow! Meeting will begin at 9.00 A.M.

Refreshments will be served in the recreation hall.

John Smith is the winner.

There will be no school tomorrow.

Please leave by the nearest exit.

Exercise 16: Check your articulation. Are you a mumbler? Some people

habitually fail to articulate sounds such as "t, d, sb ch, k, g, f and v". Articulation

and loudness usually go hand in hard. If you do not articulate clearly, no amount

of volume will help you be understood. On the other hand, well-articulated

speech at too low volume is still indistinct speech. Listen to a receding of your

own speech. Do you make the sounds listed above as clearly as they can be

made?

Exercise 17: One way to be sure you have enough air for an adequate loudness

level is to cut down on the total number of words you say on one breath. Use a

tape recorder to check the number of words you customarily say on a breath. If

lack of air causes your voice to become softer, cut the number of words from say

15 words to 10 words on each breath. In other words, pause more often. Use

your tape recorder and experiment until you find the number of words between

pauses that consistently gives you adequate volume for your speech.
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Exercise 18: Select a reading material such as newspaper article, practice reading

aloud, combining what we have just discussed about pausing more often.

Exercise 19: There is also a lifting technique that you can practice to produce a

louder voice. Once you experience producing this louder voice, you will no

longer need to use the lifting exercise. Here is how it works.

Sit in chair with your arms extended below the seat on each side. Count aloud

from 1 to 10. As you count, reach under the seat and try to lift the chair off the

floor. You won't be able to get the chair off the floor of course, but the muscular

tension used should increase your breath force, tighten your vocal cords, and

result in a louder voice. Repeat the counting and lifting action while tape

recording the exercise. On playback, can you hear a louder voice while trying to

lift.

Exercise 20: Open your mouth a bit more when you speak. Many people who

mumble or speak too softly do so because they do not open their mouths enough

when they speak. This may be a problem of yours.

Look at yourself in a mirror when you speak. Do you open your mouth, or do you

speak through clenched teeth and almost closed lips?

Try opening your mouth more when you speak.

Allow your lips to shape the words and syllables. You would be unable to speak

distinctly if someone put his hand over your mouth when you tried to talk.

Keeping your mouth closed is like putting your hand over your mouth.
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Exercise 21: This step will require someone else to help you. You will also need

to wear ear phones connected to some kind of music source such as your cassette

player, a radio or a stereo.

Put on your headset and listen to some music at a low level of volume. Instruct

the other person to change the volume of the music higher or lower while you

read aloud into a tape recorder. After reading aloud for two to three minutes,

listen to the tape. You will be amazed at how load and clear your voice can sound

when you speak with loud music in your ears.

Once you have taped your louder voice, you can use it as a model for practice,

just as you did with the lifting exercise. Your memory of your louder voice will

be good enough so that you usually will be able to match it without needing the

loud noise or music in the background.

Resonance exercises

Exercise 1: Keep the lips together with tight contact and then try to produce a full

yawn or even an attempted or half yawn.

Exercise 2: Try to imagine chewing gum or toffee, which increase in size with

very chewing movement. As you do this you will be aware of the increased size

and openness of the pharynx.

Exercise 3: Try and stick your tongue as out as possible and then try to speak as

clearly as possible with your tongue sticking out of your mouth.

Exercise 4: Try and create tensior deliberately in the jaw, tongue and pharynx

and speak a sentence in this very tight way. It is useful to contarst the sound and
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sensation you have when speaking in this manner with the sound and sensation

you have when the sentence is spoken without tension.

Exercise 5: Try to say the sentence "Eve ate apples all afternoon" with

excessively loose cheek muscles. Try the same with a tight pulled back tongue,

now try it with a forward floppy tongue and finally try the same.
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Chapter VI: Voice quality and its exercises

It is obvious that, although variety of quality is desirable, there will be one basic

quality which distinguishes the voice of the individual and which s/he will use

most. The best habitual quality, which each of us should strive to achieve, is one

we call normal.

The most common faulty deviations from normal quality are as follows:

1) Excessive nasality

2) Breathiness

3) Harshness

Nasality reduction exercises

Excessive nasality is observed when nasal cavity participates in resonance for oral

sounds. The following exercise is helpful in reducing unwanted nasality on oral

sounds.

While observing your mouth in a mirror, yawn as vigorously as you can. You

will note that the velum comes into contact with the back wall of the throat at the

opening into the nasal cavities. Now sustain the sound 'ah' while watching your

velum in the mirror. Make sure that the velum remains in contact with the

pharyngeal wall during the entire lime you are making the vowel sound. While

you are producing this sound, alternately hold your nose and release it. If the

velum is functioning properly, there should be no noticeable difference in the

quality of the sound you are making. Next, prolong the same sound and

alternately lower and lift the velum. Notice the change in quality. Come back to



these exercises frequently during your voice training until you have achieved

considerable voluntary control over the velum.

Exercise to reduce breathiness

Breathy quality arises from a failure to bring the vocal folds together completely.

The following exercises may be helpful in reducing breathiness in voice.

Exercise 1: Prepare and read several sentences which include a number of words

beginning with the 'h' sound and with plosives (p, b, t, d) and fricative sounds (f,

v, s, z, th) while breathing out gradually and steadily, read these sentences,

checking yourself to make sure that you are not permitting a large fraction of your

breath to escape before you begin the first word. Try to equalize the amount of

breath that you use for all parts of the sentence.

Exercise 2: Read the following word pairs. The second word in each pair should

be completely without breathiness, while the first word requires an aspirate attack,

which should be stopped as soon as possible as you get into the vowel sound.

Hit It Ham Am Heat Eat

Had Add Hold Old Hair Air

Hat At Hail Ail High Eye

Hand And Harm Arm

Read these word pairs until you can make the second word of each pair

completely free of breathiness.

Exercise to reduce harshness

Harsh voice is observed when the periodicity is lost in vocal cord vibration. Harsh

quality is noisy, raspy.
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The best way to get rid of a harsh voice quality is by placing the voice forward in

the mouth. Many speakers, in situations that demand more than ordinary vocal

force, fall into the habit of constricting their throat muscles, instead of pumping

more vigorously with their abdominal muscles, and these lapses into their

unpleasant harsh quality.

Exercise 1: Use relaxation exercises frequently. Immediately following a period

of relaxation, inhale easily, letting your jaw drop relaxed. Start a yawn. As you

start the exhalation for the yawn, easily and smoothly say 'hah'. Keep your throat

as open as possible. Follow this exercise with one that includes the entire vowel

sounds, prefacing each with the aspiratac 'h', 'hah', 'hay', 'hi', 'hii " •' and 'hoo'.

Exercise 2: Use the word pairs in exercise 2 of breathiness section. Read the

pairs, keeping in mind that a word beginning with 'h' is favorable for a gradual

initiation of the vowel sound that follows. Try to carry over the gradual vowel

initiation in the first word to the vowel of the second word. Avoid any abrupt

glottal "attacks", that is, clicks or couth-like explosions, before any of the vowels.

Hoarseness: Hoarseness is the combination of breathiness and harshness. The

exercises that reduce both breathiness and harshness would eventually reduce

hoarseness.

However, it is always important to know the causes of abnormal voice quality and

take treatment (medical or voice therapy).
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Chapter VII: Voice projection and its exercises

What is voice projection?

Projected voice is viewed as one that has reinforced high overtones and good

breath control. When a voice contains greatly reinforced series of high pitched

overtones, it is said to be brilliant or projected and is analogous to a bright light.

In a bright voice the high pitched frequencies are paramount. Because high

frequencies have more impact on our ears than low, they excite our emotions.

Low frequencies in the voice lull us unless they are quite intense. Both the

pharynx and oral cavity lend support to the weak high overtones of the

fundamental pitch. Second, the frontal vowels resonate at very high frequencies,

and the clearer or purer the vowel, the sharper the impact of these high formants.

The process of qualifying and projecting vocal sound is just as important to the

speaker as the process of phonation. Without adequate amplification the speaking

voice would be too feeble to be heard at any distance, resembling the voice of a

very tired person.

Voice projection exercises

Yawn as a voice projection exercise

• Yawn freely and deeply, emitting a spontaneous deep vocal sigh. Do not

retain either breath or voice during the yawn and, if necessary, gradually

stretch the arms sideways and open the mouth fully in characteristic

yawning fashion, so as to reproduce the genuine, natural, deep yawning

action as closely as possible. Repeat several times.
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• Yawn as carelessly and as materially as possible. Now concentrate upon

the spontaneous vocal sound 'ah,' that. is emitted with each yawn. Try to

reproduce this nondescript vocal sound without yawning. Repeat several

times.

• Produce the vigorous vocal sound of 'ah' without yawning, as in the

preceding exercise, but try to employ the expansive sensation that

accompanies the action of yawning. Repeat several times, but with each

repetition add more volume and abdominal thrust to the tone. The sound

emitted will resemble a deep groan, spontaneously released and forcibly

projected. Do not restrain the tone, since the purpose of the exercise is to

employ the spontaneous abdominal and diaphragmatic action of the yawn

for the production of short, loud vocal sounds.

• After attaining the expansive tune of 'a1' 'oudly, as in the preceding step,

prolong the sound emitted as long as possible, on a normal pitch level, but

without diminishing its initial volume. On each tone employ the deep

breathing and abdominal action of the yawn, with accompanying

expansiveness of chest. A deep hollow vocal sound will result. Prolong

this hollow vocal sound until the breath is exhausted. Repeat several

times, but check your sensation with each trial.
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Chapter VIII: Rate of speech and its exercises

Rate of speech refers to the speed with which one speaks. The normal rate of

speech is 5-8 syllables per second or 80-180 words per minute. However, a rate

up to 280 words per minute is accepted as normal provided the speech is

intelligible.

The following exercises are geared towards establishing adequate rate of speech.

Establishing consistent rate control

Exercise 1: Select a piece of printed prose matter and divide each line of words

into syllables by means of short vertical pencil strokes, and then read these as

separate units as follows:

The / boy/ went / hun / ting

(Notice the word hunting is divided as it is pronounced)

Exercise 2: Read the entire prose section aloud in a controlled rate, allowing three

beats (three seconds) for each vowel sound. Each consonant may be joined to its

succeeding syllabic vowel sound.

The following prose selection is a model for preparing reading material for this

rate-control exercise:
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Now, identify and underline the vowels in 'he following passage and allow three

beats for each vowel.

The process of thought may not he dependant upon the use of

words, but its adequate expansion is. This verbal expression is

both a conscious and a behaviouristic phenomenon. In

consequence it comprises the arousal of these images of sound,

light, movement etc., which stand as the symbols of the various

stages of the thought process. In behaviour it comprises the

translation of those images into action - usually though not

always, the action called speech or writing which conveys an

impression of the thought conclusions to another person.

Exercise 3: Practice reading the prepared selection according to the above

instructions every day for a week One reading should consume approximately
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twenty minutes at first, if the rate is slow enough. Repeat the exercise until the

ear has become fully conscious of each vocal or vowel sound contained within

each syllable, and until each sound is smoothly articulate, stress word endings,

especially s's, z's, t's, d's, r's, ng's, th's and l's. Read for precision, not for thought

content. Do not pause between words and link all sounds together in a

continuous, drawling sequence. Some students will find it necessary to beat out

the time or to use a metronome (an instrument that produces beats at set rate) in

order to avoid acceleration and to assure evenness of production. The final effect

will resemble slow-motion-picture sound patterns of articulated speech.

Exercise 4: After the preceding exercise has been perfected, read the same

passage aloud, allowing only two beats for each syllabic vowel sound. Join all the

words together as before. The sentence "slow speech helps us hear sounds we

speak" would now be read aloud as follows:

Slo-o Spe-e-ch he-e-lps. U-u-s he-e-r sa-a-u-u-ndz we-e spe-e-k.

Exercise 5: Now read aloud the same passage, allowing only one slow beat for

each syllable vowel sound. Try to maintain this speed in succeeding exercises.

Exercise 8: Improvisation in syllabic rate control

If you have followed directions and perfected each successive step then you are

prepared to improvise rate of speech. To improvise is to speak in slow, controlled

rate on any subject that comes to your mind in the manner described in the

preceding exercise.
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Illustration

l-a-s-t n-a-i-t a-i s-aw Th-e s-e-cr-e-ts o-f s- co-tt-a-ntd y-a-r-d: A-I l-a-ilat

th-e pi-kti-u-r be-kaw-z I-t po-r-tr-e-idd r-o-m-a-n-ti-c a-n-d i m-po-s-I-bul

c-a-r-a-cte-r-z a-n-d e-pi-s-o-dz

While improvising, it is necessary to allow one show beat to each vowel sound

and to make the transitions from vowel 10 vowel or from syllable to syllable in a

smooth and fluent manner. The ultimate objective is to achieve a conversational

fluency which is understood by listeners without much difficulty

The folio wing criteria may be used when improvising, as a basis for self-guidance

and criticism during the students home practice periods:

1) Use a rate of 60 to 100 syllables a minute (Remember that the syllable, not

the word, is now the unit of pronunciation).

2) Prolong the vowel sound in each syllable.

3) Practice with a vocal volume that can be heard ,at least twenty feet away.

4) Use normal conversational inflections when improvising (Avoid a monotone

or a singsong).

5) Do not accelerate; that is, keep the rate uniform throughout.

6) If necessary, isolate each faulty sound by separating it from its adjacent

sounds (This will require a slight pause before and after each defective

sound while you mentally prepare the articulating mechanism for the exact

adjustments required).

7) Join all syllables together without pausing between them, except to renew

the breath.

8) If necessary, use a mirror during each difficult lingual adjustment.
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9) Breathe slowly and evenly. Avoid gasping and noisy breathing movements.

10) Maintain good posture while practicing, i.e. body relaxed, chest high, head

upright, but not tight back.

11) Practice with economy of effort i.e. avoid exaggerated muscular

movements, tight jaw, contractions of facial muscles etc.

12) Carefully listen to the sonority of your speaking voice as it is conveyed in

each vowel sound.

13) For the time being, let your thoughts be concentrated on precision and

accuracy of articulation. Subject matter is not important at this stage.
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Chapter IX: Articulation and its exercises

Articulation refers to the pronunciation of sev.nds. Active articulators are the

moving parts within the mouth and include lips, tongue, and velum

The following exercises are geared towards increasing the functioning of the lips.

Exercise 1: Lips need to be exercised m order to keep the muscles capable of

making firm explosive sounds as for /p/ and /b/ as in pen, book respectively.

Firstly, purse the lips forward and then spread them suddenly into a broad smile.

Exercise 2: Curl the upper lip up towards the nose. Curl the lower lip down

towards the chin. Purse the lips and then open and close the pursed lips in an

action that resembles the mouth of a gold fish.

Exercise 3: Blow up the cheeks ane then "sing your fingers "pop' the cheeks

producing a sound as the air explodes the lips.

Exercise 4; Produce an exploding, loud / b/ sound as in the word "book", using

the lips. Increase this to three /b/s followed by a vowel e.g., Ibl /b/ /bah/. Do the

same with /p/ sound as in the word "pen". Increase this to three /p/s followed by a

vowel e.g., /p/ /p/ /pah/.

Next, follow this with vowels that end on a /b/ for example /oob/ and /ohb/ and

with /p/ for example /oop/ and /ohp/.
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Exercise 5: Inflexible lips directly affect phonemic production. Try series of lip

"play" exercises for several minutes.

Exercise 5.1: Permit your lips to rest flaccid. Then, as a horse does, blow air out

the lips creating a lax buzzing sound. Repeat.

Exercise 5.2: Purse your lips as if kissing. Hold tightly while vocalizing [u] as in

'coo'. Relax, then purse again. Alternate with a teeth-baring smile. Vocalize [i] as

in 'key'. Repeat several times.

Exercise 5.3: Pout your lips. Relax. Do this exercise eight times.

Exercise 5.4: Practice the following words, exaggerating the p, b, and m: pop,

pip, pipe, pope, pomp, pump, bib, imbibe, bubble, bauble, babble, bumble,

numble, murmur, mumbling.

Exercise 5.5: Spread your lips for the sound of the vowel in eat. Round them for

the vowel sound in ooze. Repeat eight times.

Exercise 5.6: Drill with continually repeated bilabial (two lips) consonants,

b, b, b, b, b, b, b, b, b, b, b, b, b, b, b.

p, p, p, p, p, p, p, p, p, p, p, p, p, p, p.

Add vowel sounds,

be be be be be be be be be be
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po po po po po po po po po po

bu bu bu bu bu bu bu bu bu bu

pa pa pa pa pa pa pa pa pa pa

Exercise 5.7: Use the following sound combinations for repeated lip drill. Use

exaggerated lip movement to work facial muscles. Saying first the sounds, then

the words, perform each at least three times..

Vowels Sample words

[i] - [ae] eat - at

[i] - [u] eat - ooze

[ei] - [a] ate - on

[ei] - [u] ate - ooze

[ae] - [u] at - ooze

[u] - [i] ooze - eat

[u] - [a] ooze - on

[u] - [as] ooze- at

Consonants / Vowels Sample words

[mi] - [bi] me - be

[mi] - [bei] me - bay

[mas] - [bae] mat - bat

[mE] - [bE] mall - ball

[mou] - [bou] moat - boat

[mu] - [bu] moot - boot

Exercise 5.8: The following exercises improve the production of sounds (m, w,

wh, p, b, f,)
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• Compress the lips. Now puff out the cheeks with breath and gradually

increase the air pressure without allowing air to escape. Suddenly allow

the accumulated breath to burst out the resistance of the lips. Relax.

• Repeat the above exercise but prolong the escape of breath through the

compressed lips. A prolonged flapping of the lips will result. Repeat

often.

• Open the jaws wide. Draw the upper lip fully over the upper teeth and the

lower lip fully over the lower teeth. Slowly close and open jaws. Repeat

often.

• Pucker the lips as much as possible. Now move them slowly to the

extreme left, then to the extreme right. Relax.

• Pucker the lips as much as possible. Move them slowly and not jerking;

but evenly and smoothly, in a circle. Relax. Repeat often.

• Compress the lips. Smile as broadly as possible without separating the

lips. Now pucker the lips. Relax. Repeat often.

• (i) Bite the lower lip on the outer skin. Smile slowly and broadly with the

upper lip, baring as many upper teeth as possible. Relax.

• (ii) Repeat (i), biting upper lip and basing the lower teeth. Alternate steps

(i) and (ii). Repeat often.

Exercise 6: Tongue: Clear articulation is characterized by proper tongue

positioning, which often requires rapid movement. When you were a child, no

doubt you played with sound by wagging and thrusting your tongue. Try the

following to achieve the same flexibility you had when you were a child.
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Exercise 6.1: Open you mouth: hold your jaw down firmly. Be sure that your

tongue, rather than your jaw or lips docs the work. Use a mirror to be sure.

Exercise 6.2: Raise the tip of your tongue to the ridge of your upper front teeth.

Move it slowly backward along the hard palate. Then advance the tongue over

the palate until it reaches the teeth ridge again. Repeat forward and backward

movement eight times. Relax. Be sure that your tongue does not leave your

palate during this exercise and that your jaw and larynx remain still.

Exercise 6.3: Groove your tongue: advance it slowly as far out of your mouth as

possible. Draw it back into your mouth. Repeat eight times. Relax (If you

cannot groove your tongue, use a tongue depressor or a stick of hard candy. Try

to curl your tongue around the depressor or candy).

Exercise 6.4: Rotate your tongue around your lips, beginning ai the right side.

Repeat four times. Relax, beginning at the left side. Repeat four times. Relax.

Exercise 6.5: Extend your tongue as far as possible between your teeth. Open

your mouth widely and begin to flap your tongue up and down. Increase speed.

Add in vocalization /a/.

Exercise 6.6: Extend your tongue again. This time wag it rapidly from side to

side. Alternate this movement with up and down flapping. Add in vocalization.

Exercise 6.7: The following sound sequences represent alternate tongue

movement from front to back mouth positions. Begin slowly, then increase

rapidity of movement. You should strive for clarity over rapidity.
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Sound Sample words

[9] - [k] thin - kin

[5] - [gk] then - give

[t] - [k] to - kin

[d]-[g] dog-give

[n] - [n] no - ring

Add in vowel sounds.

Vowel Sounds Sample words

[i] - [ki] eat - keep

[ou] - [gou] oat - goat

[tu] - [ku] too - coop

[d)] - [d)] daw - gaw

[ni] - [in] knee - sing

Exercise 6.8: Slowly move the tip of the tongue around the oral cavity in every

direction. Touch every part (upper and lower teeth, right and left cheeks, hard

palate and surface, part of the soft palate and inside the lips) that can be reached,

without undue muscular strain. Repeat often.

Exercise 6.9: Open the jaws wide. Extend the tongue outside the oral cavity

between the upper lip and teeth. Slowly brush the tip of the tongue over the

surface of the upper and lower teeth. Repeat often.

Exercise 6.10: Without separating the lips, open the jaws. Now press the tongue

against the inside of the upper lip. Move the tongue slowly in a semicircle,

exerting pressure against the lips. Repeat often.
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Exercise 6.11: Open the mouth wide. Elevate the tongue so that the upper

surface of the tip touches the hard palate. Without moving the lower jaw,

gradually increase the pressure of the tongue against the hard palate. Then relax.

Repeat often.

Exercise 6.12: Open the mouth. Press the under side of the tip of the tongue

against the hard palate. Gradually increase the pressure of the tongue without

moving the lower jaw and without permitting the tongue tip to move from the

position on the hard palate. Relax. Repeat often.

Exercise 6.13: Open the mouth wide. Curl the tongue until the tip touches the

front portion of the soft palate. Gradually increase the pressure of the tongue.

Return the tongue to rest position. Repeat often.

Practice the above drills daily as warning up exercises.

Exercise 7: Softpalate exercises: The soft palate or velum is a muscle which

joins the bony structure of the roof of the mouth or hard palate, and forms a

continuous surface with the latter, with the pillars of the oral cavity, and the base

of the tongue. Excessive nasality may result from an inactive velum. Using a

mirror, try the following exercises.

Exercise 7.1: Say /a/. Observe the velum rising upward and backward. Now,

produce the same movement without /a/. Perform several of these movements.

Exercise 7.2: Produce the following sounds in rapid succession to aid you in

feeling the action of the velum: p m p m p m p m
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Exercise 7.3: Raise the tip of your tongue to your upper gum ridge. Say 'n'. Drop

the tip of your tongue and raise the back of your tongue to your soft palate. Say

the final sound in sing. Practice these two consonants to the count of eight.

Relax, Repeat, and Relax.

Exercise 7.4: Open your mouth; look in a mirror and observe the action of your

uvula when you breathe in. Pant, Relax, Pant, and Relax.

Exercise 7.5: Yawn or simulate a yawn. Analyze what happens to your soft

palate.

Exercise 7.6: Pinching your nostrils together, read aloud the following sentences.

If you sound 'stuffy' your velum was not raised. Try the sentences until all sounds

are clear.

1. You should get relief if you talk to your doctor.

2. Political advisors are worried about widespread views which are

opposite to theirs.

3. Check it out for yourself before you purchase

4. The eclipse showed us that our orbit is very big.

5. I ask that you be taught the proper way to better your voice.

Exercise 7.7: Try the following nasal and oral sounds in combination making sure

only [m], [n], and [n] are produced through the nose. Work slowly, separating

sounds clearly to identify the place of production. Touch your nose to feel

vibration on the following words:

men man running ringing

sing king nonsense sounding
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nosing thinking

Exercise 7.8: One of the best drills for exercising the soft palate is the yawn.

Yawn as often as possible, each time mentally studying the round symmetrical

expansion of the interior portion of the mouth cavity, especially in the region of

the back tongue, pharynx and soft palate. In due time it should be possible to

stretch the yawning muscles without resorting to an actual yawn.

Exercise 7 9: Hold the lips tightly closed and fill the mouth and cheeks with as

much forced breath as can be held, without allowing any of it to escape. Now

suddenly, and without opening the lips, release all the Veath through nose with a

snort. This exercise should be practiced with very little breath pressure at first.

Concentrate upon the valve like action of the soft palate muscle during the nasal

breath release. Rest five to ten seconds between trials. Repeat often.

Exercise 7.10: Slowly initiate the act of swallowing. Just before the final release

of the swallowing muscles, suddenly inhale through the nose. Repeat several

times. The physiological action of swallowing is used here merely a-: device for

awakening the sensation of palatal movement and its accompanying upward

tongue pressure. As soon as these sensations are recognized, palatal action may

be practiced without the swallowing activity.

Exercise 7.11: Practice a series of short, explosive, whispered 'k' sounds without

lowering the tongue arch. Try to capture the sensation of upward palatal

movement during this exercise.

Exercise 7.12: Repeat the instructions in the preceding exercise, this time

emitting the explosive voiced sound of 'g' (as in go) without lowering any portion

of the tongue. Glance into the mirror and notice the quick, upward jerk of the
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palate muscle which accompanies the sound of 'g'. This palatal movement is

called the velar-catch. It occurs only when the sound g is pronounced.

Exercise 7.13: While exerting upward pressure of the back tongue arch against

the soft palate, the breath should be exhaled explosively in a succession of short

nasal snorting puffs. Make certain that the breath is emitted through the nose and

that the back tongue arch always retains its firm content and upward pressure

against the soft palate.

Exercise 7.14: This time add voice to the explosive nasal emission of breath as

practiced in the preceding exercise. This vocal sound should be short, tense,

staccato and nasal Try to feel the continuous upward pressure of the tongue arch

against the palate during this exercise. Concentrate upon the sensation of palatal

movement at the moment of sound utterance.

Exercise 7.15: Alternate the two sounds ng + g and ng + k successively, with

exaggerated muscular tension of the parts involved, until it has been clearly

ascertained that a lowering of the back-tongue-arch is not necessary during the

emission of either stopped 'g' or stopped 'k'. Keep the attention focused upon the

slight upward velar catch which occurs whenever 'k' or 'g' is sounded.

Exercise 7.16: Produce the sound of a prolonged nasal 'ng' (as in young) with

exaggerated tongue and palatal pressure, followed by the prolonged vowel sound

of'ah' as in 'art'. Repeat often.

The transition between nasal 'ng' (as in young) and oral 'd' should be made

gradually (to ten slow counts) with a relaxed soft palate. While lowering the

back-tongue-arch be careful to avoid the upward velar catch.
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An awareness of the two actions (i.e. the velar-catch or sudden upward movement

of the soft palate for stopped 'k' and g, and the depression of the back-tongue-

arch with a stationary soft palate for all ng vowel combinations) should have been

established by this time, through the sensation of touch, sight and hearing. These

sensations should be thoroughly memorized and the practice of the drills

continued until voluntary control over soft palate is achieved.

Exercise 8: The following exercises are geared towards increasing the

functioning of the tongue. The tongue needs to be exercised so that it is capable of

flexible movements without tension which is important in production of many

sounds, such as /k/ /t/ /d/ /n/ to name a few.

Exercise 8.1: Stretch the tongue as far out of the mouth as you can and then allow

it to relax back into the mouth, leaving the tin touching the lower front teeth. Do it

10 times.

Exercise 8.2: The following exercises aims to stretch the middle of the tongue.

Place the tip behind the lower front tech and then pull the middle of the tongue

forward and out of the mouth. Hold die stretched position for a few seconds (at

least 5 seconds) and then release. Repeat 5 titles.

Exercise 8.3: Lift the tongue to the ridge be' hid the upper teeth and explode the

consonant sequence /d/ /d/ /dl /d/ and /t/ /t/ /t/ /t/. Say each /d/ and /t/ 10 times.

Lift the tongue as if you are saying/l/, then precede the /l/ by a series of vowels

for example, /eel/ /ool/ /ahl/ /ohl/. Use a series of words containing /l/ to exercise

the tongue upward movements; these can be done with children asking them to

supply the words for example, lorry, loud, light, cool, feel, hold, golden, lazy.
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Exercise 9:

Tension is often centered in the neck area during speech production. Tension can

inhibit good speech sound production as can be seen in figure 9.1.

Figure 9.1: Tension in the neck region.

The following exercises are designed to help achieve flexibility in the neck and

lower jaw.

Exercise 9.1: Sit or stand erectly. Using a full 60 seconds, permit your head to

fall forward, roll to the left, to the right, and forward again. As you do so, feel the

stretching of neck muscles. Do not force a stretch but let the weight of your head

pull the muscle. Reverse the direction of the head roll. Spend about 5 minutes

releasing the muscles, and then raise your head to an upright position.

Exercise 9.2: Place four fingers on your chin and pull your jaw down. Imagine

that the weight of your fingers is pulling your jaw downward. Your impulse will

be to resists the pull. Resist this impulse and let your jaw drop until you feel it
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open to capacity. Take about thirty to 45 seconds. You should achieve the degree

of openness that would enable you to insert two fingers vertically between your

teeth. Try this sequence several times until you are easily able to achieve a

relaxed jaw. The exercise is helpful in increasing lower jaw strength.

Exercise 9.3: Each vowel requires the jaw to be opened to certain extent. By

alternating individual vowels, you can exercise your lower jaw. Exaggerate the

jaw movements required to produce the following combinations and repeat each

at least three times.

Sounds Sample words

[i]- [ae] eat-ask

[i] - [ou] eat - oat

[i] - [u] eat - ooze

[ei] - [ae] ate - ask

[el] - [ou] ate - oat

[el] - [u] ate - ooze

[ae] - [i] ask - eat

[23] - [ou] ask -oat

[ae] - [u] ask - ooze

[>]-[I] off-eat

[)]-[ae] off-ask

[ou] - [33] oat - ask

[ou] - [ei] oat - ate

[ou] - [i] oat - ate

[u] - [as] ooze - ask

[u] - [ei] ooze - ate

[u] - [i] ooze - eat
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Exercise 10: The following sentences incorporate common phrases that are often

slurred. Work with these repeatedly to improve your articulation. Start slowly,

then repeat as you increase rate of delivery. Practice the following sentences in

slurred and correct articulation.

1) Aren't you coming to the game?

2) Do you believe them when they say they'll do it?

3) Do you want me to stay here or go away?

4) Get it off of here

5) Give it to them

6) Give me a little time

7) Go on outside and play

8) He must have gone away

9) He is one of the best

10) How about you?

11) How are you doing today?

12) It is good as far as I can tell

13) I just don't know about that

14) I don't know what to say

15) I had to do it

16) T am going away next week

17) It's been so long since I last saw you

18) It's half past six-o'clock in the evening

19) It's not so hot today as it was yesterday

20) I wish I could go there

21) It wouldn't have happened, not if I'd have had it

22) Let me see if I can do it
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23) Let's go over the agenda once again

24) Now more than ever, we should pay attention

25) One of them played for the other team

26) See if you can make it to ihe party Sunday

27) That's just the way it g sometimes

28) They can go anywhere they want to go

29) They could have believed himwhen he said he would do it.

30) Think about this one and then think about that one

31) See if anyone is coming

32) What do you think you are doing

33) What did he say about that?

34) What did you do that for ?

35) What did I tell you?

36) What did you mean when you said we should go with you?

37) What do you know about all of those things?

38) Where have you been all this time?

39) Why didn't you go with them?

40) You should find your own?
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Short listed exercises for daily practice

Exercise 1: Sit comfortably, but erect, in a chair. Place your hands so that your

thumbs touch the lower ribs at your sides and your fingers are placed over the

abdomen. Exhale as much as you can; push in your abdomen with your hands.

Next, inhale as much air as you can, keeping your hands in constant pressure

against the abdomen. Next, exhale with a slow steady inward and upward

movement of the abdomen. Repeat this cycle 20 to 25 times.

Exercise 2: When the correct method of breathing is ascertained, begin to prolong

the breaths. This means taking less number of breaths but deep breaths instead of

many short breaths. Count (silently) 1,2,3,4 on one inhalation and the same on the

exhalation. Keep it rhythmical. Gradually extend the time for each respiration

until you are talking only three or four breaths to a minute. This exercise can be

practical while walking, riding or resting. When walking you can synchronize the

counts with your steps. Gradual inhalation for seven seconds and gradual

exhalation for seven seconds is appreciable.

Exercise 3: Practice holding the breath. Begin by retaining it only 15 seconds. In

5 second step increase the retention up to 45 seconds. Importantly, air needs to be

taken into abdomen not into chest.

Exercise 4: Take a deep breath. With the hands over the abdomen pant vigorously

through the open mouth. Note the quick response of the diaphragm and abdominal

muscle with the rapid changes from inhalation to exhalation. Practice 20 pants at a

stretch.
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Exercise 5: Assume a good standing portion, with chest up but not rigid;

abdomen flat but not tense; shoulders, neck ; d jaw relaxed. Inhale deeply

through the open mouth, and gently begin to say the alphabet. When you reach the

end of it, begin over again without taking additional breath. Say the alphabets

many times as you can on one breath, without permitting your chest to cave in. Be

sure that all the alphabets are said loudly, clearly and equally spaced. Also be sure

that speaking is accompanied by a gradual controlling and drawing in of the

abdomen. At first you may not be able to say the alphabet more than twice on one

breath; but if you practice regularly five or ten minutes a day, at the end of a few

weeks you should easily say it six or eight times as your diaphragm and

abdominal muscles gain strength and control.

Exercise 6: Building concepts of volume, intensity and projection.

g) Prolong the vowel sound "ah" softly, at the normal pitch level.

h) Now, gradually increase the loudness of the sound "all" in a monotone as

long as the breath lasts and at the same time listen intently for symptoms

of breathiness or strain. If these appear, stop and begin the exercise again.

i) To make sure that you increase the sounds gradually imagine a person

slowly walking away from you. As he recedes "reach" him with your

voice, until a distance of about twenty feet is spanned.

j) Now prolong "ah" at the maximnm. (twenty-foot) loudness that can be

attained without straining. A fielding sensation in the throat, coughing,

and resulting hoarseness are all common signs of over strain. Stop the

exercise as soon as these symptoms appear and repeat with minimum

effort.

k) Now, start with a twenty-foot volume and gradually decease the loudness,

assuming that the person is now slowly walking toward you. Always
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direct your voice so that the imaginary person can hear you without

straining.

') Alternate (b) and (e).

Exercise 7: On vowel /a/ practice double inflections, a rising pitch that drops off

to a falling pitch. This kind of pitch bending in a single syllable word seems, as

you will hear to convey sarcasm, uncertainty or double meaning.

Exercise 8: Now practice changing pitch inflections on entire sentence. Read

aloud the sentence below, making the pitch changes that are indicated. The words

and syllables level with the dash are at your normal pitch; the others are above or

below it.
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Exercise 9: Speak each of the following words with inflections (modulations of

pitch during phonation) as indicateJ by 'the arrow and impart it io the meaning

suggested.

Exercise 10: Initiate an "ah" in a tone which is barwely audible, gradually increase

the loudness of the "ah" until it is louder than your usually conversational voice

and then reduce the loudness until the tone is again barely audible in single

breath. Do not change the pitch or force the length of exhalation beyond a point of

comfort.
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Exercise 11: Count from one to five increasing the 1oudness on each number.

Begin with a barely audible "one" and end with a "five" which can easily be

heard across a forty-foot room.

Exercise 12: Say each of the following phrases or sentences three times

increasing loudness from a normal conversational level to one that can easily be

heard across a forty-foot room.

I'll go Come back

Please No

I won't Enough

Exercise 13: Lengthen the vowel in each of the following words and maintain

uniform loudness throughout the lengthened production of the vowel. Do not,

however, distort the vowel by excessive lengthening.

Alms Gnaw Bomb Thaw Father

Walk Pause Tall Awe Mall
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Exercise 14: Imagine yourself a drill sergeant and give your platoon the

following orders. Remember, your voice should resemble a sergeant's voice

having adequate loudness and authority in voice.

Forward, march Platoon, halt

About, turn At, case

To the rear, March Fall, Out

Exercise 15: Check your articulation. Are you a mumbler? Some people

habitually fail to articulate sounds such as "t, d, sh, ch, k, g, f and v". Articulation

and loudness usually go hand in band. If you do not articulate clearly, no amount

of volume will help you be understood. On the other hard, well-articulated

speech at too low volume is still indistinct speech. Listen to a recording of your

own speech. Do you make the sounds Listed above as clearly as they can be

made?

Exercise 16: Read the following wo?' pairs. The second word in each pair

should be completely without brealhiness, while the first word requires an aspirate

attack, which should be stopped as soon as possible as you get into the vowel

sound.

Hit It Ham Am Heat Eat

Had Add Hold Old Hair Air

Hat At Hail Ail High Eye

Hand And Head Arm

Read these word pairs until you can make. the second word of each pair

completely free of breathiness.
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Exercise 17: Use relaxation exercises frequently. Immediately following a period

of relaxation, inhale easily, letting your jaw drop relaxed. Start a yawn. As you

start the exhalation for the yawn, easily and smoothly say 'hah'. Keep your throat

as open as possible. Follow this exercise with one that includes the entire vowel

sounds, prefacing each with the aspiratae 'h', 'hah', 'hay', 'hi', 'hii', 'ho' and 'hoo'.

Exercise 18: Produce the vigorous vocal sound of'ah' without yawning, as in the

preceding exercise, but try to employ the expansive sensation that accompanies

the action of yawning. Repeat several times, but with each repetition add more

volume and abdominal thrust to the tone. The sound emitted will resemble a deep

groan, spontaneously released and forcibly projected. Do not restrain the tone,

since the purpose of the exercise is to employ the spontaneous abdominal and

diaphragmatic action of the yawn for the production of short, loud vocal sounds.

Exercise 19: After the preceding exercise has been perfected, read the same

passage aloud, allowing only two beats for each syllabic vowel sound. Join all the

words together as before. The sentence "slow speech helps us hear sounds we

speak" would now be read aloud as follows:

Slo-o Spe-e-ch he-e-lps. U-u-s he-e-r sa-a-u-u-ndz we-e spe-e-k.

Exercise 20: Curl the upper lip up towards the nose. Curl the lower lip down

towards the chin,purse the lips and then open and close the pursed lips in an

action that resembles the mouth of a gold fish.

Exercise 21: Blow up the cheeks and then using your fingers "pop" the cheeks

producing a sound as the air explodes the lips.
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Exercise 22: Spread your lips for the sound of the vowel in eat. Round them for

the vowel sound in ooze. Repeat eight times.

Exercise 23: Use the following sound combinations for repeated lip drill. Use

exaggerated lip movement to work facial muscles. Saying first the sounds, then

the words, perform each at least three times.

Vowels Sample words

[i] - [as] eat - at

[i] - [u] eat - ooze

[ei] - [a] ate - on

[el] - [u] ate - ooze

[ae] - [u] at - ooze

[u] - [i] ooze - eat

[u] - [a] ooze - on

[u] - [ae] ooze- at

Consonants / Vowels Sample words

[mi] - [bi] me - be

[mi] - [bei] me - bay

[mas] - [bae] mat - bat

[mE] - [bE] mall - ball

[mou] - [bou] moat - boat

[mu] - [bu] moot - loot

Exercise 24: Rotate your tongue around your lips, beginning at the right side.

Repeat four times. Relax, beginning at the left side. Repeat four times. Relax.
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Exercise 25: Extend your tongue again. This time wag it rapidly from side to

side. Alternate this movement with up and down flapping. Add in vocalization.

Exercise 26: Say /a/. Observe the velum rising upward and backward. Now,

produce the same movement without /a/. Perform several of these movements.

Exercise 27: Hold the lips tightly closed and fill the mouth and cheeks with as

much forced breath as can be held, without allowing any of it to escape. Now

suddenly, and without opening the lips, release all the breath through nose with a

snort. This exercise should be practiced with very little breath pressure at first.

Concentrate upon the valve like action of the soft palate muscle during the nasal

breath release. Rest five to ten seconds between trials. Repeat often.

Exercise 28: Practice a series of short, explosive, whispered 'k' sounds without

lowering the tongue arch. Try to capture the sensation of upward palatal

movement during this exercise.

Exercise 29: Lift the tongue to the ridge behind the upper teeth and explode the

consonant sequence /d/ /d/ /d/ /d/ and Itl Itl Itl Itl. Say each IdJ and Ixl 10 times.

Lift the tongue as if you are saying /I/, then precede the /l/ by a series of vowels

for example, /eel/ /ool/ /ahl/ /ohl/. Use a series of words containing /l/ to exercise

the tongue upward movements; these can be done with children asking them to

supply the words for example, lorry, loud, light, cool, feel, hold, golden, lazy.

Exercise 30: Sit or stand erectly. Using a full 60 seconds, permit your head to fall

forward, roll to the left, to the right, and forward again. As you do so, feel the
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stretching of neck muscles. Do not force a stretch but let the weight of your head

pull the muscle. Reverse the direction of the .bead roll. Spend about 5 minutes

releasing the muscles, and then raise your head to an upright position.
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